
 
 

June 19, 2018 
 
• NBC Sports Chicago, A messy night at Wrigley Field ends without a pitch being thrown 

https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/messy-night-wrigley-field-ends-without-pitch-being-
thrown-dodgers-nlcs  

 
• NBC Sports Chicago, How the Cubs are trying to help Kris Bryant out of his slump 

https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/how-cubs-are-trying-help-kris-bryant-out-his-slump-
hoyer-maddon-world-series-rizzo  

 
• NBC Sports Chicago, Addison Russell may be polarizing, but he's also one of the Cubs' most 

important players 
https://www.nbcsports.com/chicago/cubs/addison-russell-may-be-polarizing-hes-also-one-cubs-
most-important-players-baez-world-series  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Once guarded, now open: Former Cubs phenom Mark Prior back at Wrigley as 

Dodgers’ bullpen coach 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-dodgers-mark-prior-returns-
20180618-story.html  
 

• Chicago Tribune, Column: Jason Heyward looks like the hitter the Cubs always knew he'd be 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-jason-heyward-paul-sullivan-
20180618-story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Column: The Curse of Craig Counsel? Cubs continue to delay games when it's not 

raining 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-rain-delay-20180618-story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Column: Brandon Morrow switching sides adds juice to Cubs-Dodgers rivalry 

http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-brandon-morrow-david-haugh-
20180618-story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Power outage and rain postpone Cubs-Dodgers, day-night doubleheader to be 

played Tuesday 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-dodgers-20180618-story.html  
 

• Chicago Tribune, Cubs' Javier Baez: Hit by pitch part of game 
http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-javier-baez-20180618-story.html  

 
• Chicago Tribune, Early All-Star voting doesn't favor Cubs, and that's OK with Joe Maddon  

http://www.chicagotribune.com/sports/baseball/cubs/ct-spt-cubs-joe-maddon-all-star-game-
20180618-story.html 
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• Chicago Sun-Times, Cubs’ Brandon Morrow isn’t the closer he was when he last did the job — in 

2009 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/cubs-brandon-morrow-isnt-the-closer-he-was-when-he-last-
did-the-job-in-2009/  
 

• Chicago Sun-Times, Cubs-Dodgers rained (and powered) out; will Kris Bryant bat leadoff Tuesday? 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/cubs-dodgers-rained-and-powered-out-will-kris-bryant-bat-
leadoff-on-tuesday/  
 

• Chicago Sun-Times, Home Run Derby is built for Javy Baez and his big swing — and Cubs 2B wants 
in 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/home-run-derby-is-built-for-javy-baez-and-his-big-swing-and-
cubs-2b-wants-in/  

 
• Chicago Sun-Times, After three straight trips to NLCS, how can a June series interest the Cubs? 

https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/chicago-cubs-anthony-rizzo-jon-lester-kris-bryant-los-angeles-
dodgers/  
 

• Chicago Sun-Times, Expect Cubs’ batting average with RISP to rise 
https://chicago.suntimes.com/sports/cubs-batting-average-runners-in-scoring-position-risp/  

 
• Daily Herald, Rain puts Chicago Cubs series with Dodgers on hold for a day 

http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180618/rain-puts-chicago-cubs-series-with-dodgers-on-hold-
for-a-day  

 
• Daily Herald, Baez expected to return to Chicago Cubs' lineup soon 

http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180618/baez-expected-to-return-to-chicago-cubs-lineup-
soon  

 
• Daily Herald, Rozner: Here's a problem MLB must address ASAP 

http://www.dailyherald.com/sports/20180617/rozner-heres-a-problem-mlb-must-address-asap  
 
• The Athletic, Talking lineup switcheroos, analytics, pitch counts and more with Cubs GM Jed Hoyer 

https://theathletic.com/398710/2018/06/19/talking-lineup-switcheroos-analytics-pitch-counts-and-
more-with-cubs-gm-jed-hoyer/  

 
• The Athletic, Some lights, some rain and lots of inaction Monday at Wrigley Field 

https://theathletic.com/398579/2018/06/19/some-lights-some-rain-and-lots-of-inaction-at-wrigley-
field-on-monday/  

 
• The Athletic, After hitting a wall, are Cubs making the offensive changes to break through again in 

October? 
https://theathletic.com/397742/2018/06/18/after-hitting-the-wall-are-cubs-making-the-offensive-
changes-to-break-through-again-in-october/  
 

• Cubs.com, Rain, power outage postpones Dodgers-Cubs 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/rain-lighting-outage-postpones-dodgers-cubs/c-281887828  
 

• Cubs.com, Baez says he's fine, hopes to return today 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/javier-baez-hopes-to-return-after-hit-by-pitch/c-281818256  
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• Cubs.com, Maddon: 'A trap' in overvaluing NLCS rematch 
https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/joe-maddon-downplays-dodgers-cubs-series/c-281842580  

 
• Cubs.com, Cubs quartet in thick of NL ASG voting 

https://www.mlb.com/cubs/news/cubs-in-close-races-on-nl-all-star-ballot/c-281807480  
 
• ESPNChicago.com, Dodgers, Cubs to play doubleheader after rain, partial power outage 

http://www.espn.com/mlb/story/_/id/23837284/rain-power-outage-postpone-los-angeles-dodgers-
chicago-cubs-tuesday  

 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
A messy night at Wrigley Field ends without a pitch being thrown  
By Tony Andracki 
 
The NLCS rematch will have to wait another day. 
 
Mother Nature and the power at Wrigley Field care not for your excitement about a "big series" 
between the Cubs and Dodgers. 
 
Thunderstorms rolled over the North Side of Chicago, where the Dodgers ended the Cubs' postseason 
run 8 months ago.  
 
On top of that, the power at Wrigley Field was not cooperating with the lights down the right field line 
going out for hours during the rain delay.  
 
The lights came back on at one point before again going out again roughly a half hour before Monday 
night's game was officially called. After a delay stretching almost three hours, word finally filtered out 
just before 10 p.m. the game would be postponed a day. 
 
The Cubs and Dodgers will make the game up as part of a day-night doubleheader Tuesday at Wrigley 
Field with the first game starting at 12:05 p.m. and the second at the regularly scheduled time of 7:05 
p.m. Tyler Chatwood will start the first game for the Cubs with Mike Montgomery slated to go Game 2. 
 
As of 10 p.m. Monday night, the Cubs were unsure what caused the power issue at Wrigley Field but 
were working on fixing the problem ahead of Tuesday's scheduled doubleheader. 
 
The evening started with the tarp being rolled onto the field by the Cubs grounds crew roughly an hour 
before scheduled first pitch with a forecast calling for a 100 percent chance of rain. 
 
Only a light rain fell until a downpour began around 8:15 p.m.: 
 
That lasted only about a half hour before the grounds crew came back out around 8:45 p.m. to partially 
remove the tarp and attempt to get the field ready to play. 
 
The only issue at that point was the light and a sinister forecast. 
 
"It takes 45 minutes to get the field ready to play," said Julian Green, Cubs director of communications. 
"So once you take that tarp off, you saw them putting the chalk lines down, getting ready. 
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"We wanted to be ready — even in the face of rain — if the lights came back on, we wanted to make 
sure we could play baseball, even if it was a limited window of opportunity." 
 
As of 11 p.m., that second bout of rain had yet to materialize, but the lights issue also wasn't corrected 
and play on the field would've been impossible. 
 
Fans lingered throughout the stadium for nearly three hours before an official conclusion came down. 
The Cubs kept the same announcement on the right field video board about the weather delay while the 
left field video board displayed the Brewers-Pirates and other MLB games. 
 
This is the only trip to Chicago the Dodgers make throughout the 2018 season so the two teams and 
Major League Baseball did all they could to try to get a game in and avoid any issue where these two 
teams would have to play on a mutual off-day later in the year.  
 
The Cubs were in the midst of a stretch of 17 games in 17 days without a day off. They're still on that 
same schedule, though now with an unexpected day off Monday and a doubleheader Tuesday. 
 
The Cubs are no stranger to postponements this season as wacky weather has continued to hamper this 
MLB season. 
 
"Not only for the Chicago Cubs, but Chicago in general, this has been a really interesting spring and 
summer season," Green said. "We're taking our licks just like everybody else is. 
 
"Our plan is to play baseball tomorrow and make sure we can accomodate fans as best as possible. So 
fans who have tickets to tonight's game will be able to use them for tomorrow." 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
How the Cubs are trying to help Kris Bryant out of his slump  
By Tony Andracki 
 
Whatever Kris Bryant does from here, it's just frosting on the cake that is his legacy. 
 
That's one way to look at the lasting impact of a guy like Bryant, who morphed from "The Chosen One" 
as the No. 2 overall pick. He's lived up to the hype from Day 1, has a Rookie of the Year and NL MVP 
Award in his trophy case and — most importantly of all — led the Cubs to their first World Series 
championship in 108 years. 
 
A slump in May and June of 2018 won't tarnish that legacy. 
 
But you can also forgive Cubs fans if they're growing a little antsy with their stud player.  
 
Just rest easy that he's growing a little antsy, too. 
 
After chronicling his "temper tantrums" and actually admitting he gets so angry he is prone to breaking 
bats in frustration (still find that really hard to believe) last week, Bryant still isn't quite over his slump. 
 
Maybe he's just simply trying to do too much right now. 
 



 
"Kris is fine," Jon Lester said. "I mean, I think anytime you have a guy like that, he's got such high 
expectations not only of himself but the other people outside of the baseball world. 
 
"I think he feels that — he feels pressure from his teammates, he feels pressure from himself and he 
wants to perform and he wants to do well every night. When he doesn't, it seems like he just keeps 
adding on. The rock on his back gets a little bigger every time." 
 
As recently as May 22, Bryant was hitting .303 with a 1.007 OPS. 
 
But since then — a span of 21 games — he's hitting just .241 with a .316 on-base percentage and .310 
slugging percentage, good for a .627 OPS. More alarming than anything, he's struck out 28 times in 87 
at-bats, taking a step back in the area he has made the most improvement in since breaking into the 
league in 2015. 
 
The power has been an issue for even longer. Bryant just recently went a month without a homer before 
sending one into the bleachers Friday night at Busch Stadium. 
 
Still, since May 15, he has only 8 extra-base hits (7 doubles and that 1 homer) in 27 games. 
 
The struggle is real right now, but that hasn't stopped the Cubs from going 17-11 during Bryant's dip in 
power. 
 
GM Jed Hoyer reiterated again that Bryant is the last guy the Cubs worry about in the big picture. 
 
"The way he runs the bases, the way he plays defense, I feel like he's contributing to wins even when he 
might be struggling at the plate a little bit," Hoyer said Monday evening. "With guys like him, I always 
look at it and think to myself — that means a hot streak is right around the corner. 
 
"I said that about Anthony [Rizzo] in April when he was struggling and he's been great since May 1. I 
think Kris will have the same kind of turnaraound. With him, it's just a matter of when he breaks out. 
 
"Over the course of the season, every great player goes through one or two big slumps. We're in a 
strange sport where even the greatest players are not slump-proof. He'll get out of it and we'll all reap 
the benefits when he does." 
 
Even with the struggles, Bryant ranks 23rd among position players in WAR (Fangraphs) with 2.3, pacing 
the Cubs in that category. That still puts him on pace for a roughly 6-WAR pace, which would be his 
lowest throughout his MLB career but is still very clearly elite. 
 
In an effort to get him back to the "KB" we've seen so much over the last four years, Joe Maddon has 
twice resorted to bumping him to the top of the lineup, including Monday night's game against the 
Dodgers. 
 
Maddon is hoping a move to the leadoff spot will reinstill in Bryant's head that he doesn't need to be a 
power hitter to help the team win. 
 
For right now, it works. After all, Bryant is still tied for 9th in baseball in OBP (.389).  
 
"You really do start trying too hard," Maddon said. "You try to force things as opposed to letting them 
come to you. Especially a power guy that's not hit home runs in a bit. My take on power guys is that it 
normally is cyclical. They'll get it for a while, then they'll get away with it, then it comes back." 



 
 
Like Hoyer, Maddon talked up Bryant's abilities as a "winning player" in every other area of the game 
even when he's not going yard. That includes his daily hustle and effort. 
 
"When a guy like him goes through this moment, I want him to focus on that — not homers," Maddon 
said. "He probably hears that way too much about the power situation and I'm really not interested in 
that.  
 
"Put him back in the leadoff spot for the reasons I just said — he can help win a game in so many 
different ways and I want him to just focus on that. ... He needs our support; he's gonna get it. I just put 
him in that top spot to readjust how he's thinking and that's all." 
 
-- 
 
NBC Sports Chicago 
Addison Russell may be polarizing, but he's also one of the Cubs' most important players  
By Tony Andracki 
 
ST. LOUIS — Addison Russell is the most polarizing player on the 2018 Cubs. 
 
Now that Jason Heyward has found his groove again at the plate, Ian Happ isn't striking out every other 
at-bat and Yu Darvish has spent the last month on the disabled list, it's Russell's cross to bear. 
 
Mind you, Russell is still 24 and far from a finished product as a Major League Baseball player. 
 
But he's had such an up-and-down run with the Cubs over the last year and a half, ever since the 2016 
World Series. That includes an accusation of domestic violence last spring, though Russell denited it and 
MLB's investigation into the matter ended when his ex-wife declined to participate with the league. 
 
This is the guy who collected 4 hits in the weekend series in St. Louis, including a pair of doubles, a 
homer and 2 walks. He's also hitting .333 with a .395 on-base percentage and .882 OPS in June. 
 
But then again, this is also the same guy who had throwing issues in the sixth and eighth innings Sunday 
night (including not throwing to third base for the force out in the sixth inning) and struck out looking 
with runners on second and third and only one out Saturday night. 
 
Russell currently boasts career best marks in walk rate, strikeout rate, batting average, on-base 
percentage, line drive rate and opposite field hit percentage. He's also sporting a 104 wRC+ (which 
measures runs created per plate appearance and takes into account league and park factors, with 100 
being average), which is the best mark of his career. 
 
All told, Russell is in the midst of his best offensive season.  
 
Then again, he still only has a .744 OPS and is on pace for just 7 homers and 38 RBI, down numbers for a 
guy who hit 21 bombs with 95 RBI as a 22-year-old in 2016. 
 
Over the weekend in St. Louis, Russell said he feels good at the plate, both mentally and physically. He 
liked where his head was at and can feel the progression he's made as a hitter since last season. 
 
With or without Javy Baez (who just took a 90 mph fastball off the elbow in Sunday night's game), 
Russell is one of the Cubs' most important players. 



 
 
He's so integral to what the Cubs do on defense and currently ranks as the second-best defender in 
baseball with 13 Defensive Runs Saved, behind only Oakland's Matt Chapman. 
 
Russell also has the power to completely change the landscape of a Cubs lineup that is still searching for 
consistency on a daily basis. 
 
Right now, he's doing exactly what the Cubs want him to do at the plate: Walking more, striking out less 
and using the whole field. 
 
"When he came in after that line drive down the right-field line [Friday], I gave him a high five twice," 
Joe Maddon said. "That's the whole thing with these young hitters that we have. As they learn the 
opposite field on a consistent basis, they'll be able to sustain high numbers. They'll also be able to 
sustain high walk rates. 
 
"When you're doing that, you're giving yourself more time to make a decision. Ball inside that you're 
pulling, you have a longer swing to get to with less time to make up your mind. Ball away that you're 
gonna go the other way with, you have a shorter swing to get to it with more time to make a decision.  
 
"It's all part of the equation. As our guys learn the value of the middle and opposite field from a hitter's 
perspective, their numbers are going to continue to increase." 
 
As it stands right now, Russell is a Gold Glove caliber shortstop with a .277 batting average and .351 on-
base percentage. That's a pretty solid player, even with the low power. 
 
With the way the Cubs' roster is currently constructed, Russell will play a huge part in whether or not 
the Cubs can win their second World Series in a three-year span. 
 
But he will also have to continue to maneuver through the mental hurdle of seeing his name thrown 
about as part of trade rumors this summer (and possibly beyond). And he'll have to stay mentally 
checked in during every at-bat or play in the field. 
 
Russell's main takeaway roughly 40 percent of the way through the 2018 campaign? 
 
"That it's a long season," he said. "We had a really good run in 2015, '16 and '17 as well, but this year, 
I'm really taking my time. 
 
"Patience is the real thing in the clubhouse — on the road, at home, doing my routine, knowing that it's 
all gonna work out over time." 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Once guarded, now open: Former Cubs phenom Mark Prior back at Wrigley as Dodgers’ bullpen coach  
By Teddy Greenstein 
 
Boos rained down from the standing-room-only crowd at Wrigley Field during Mark Prior’s major-league 
debut 16 years ago. But they were not directed at the 21-year-old right-hander with the meaty calves. 
 



 
The fans vented after they noticed pinch hitter Chris Stynes in the on-deck circle in the sixth. Stynes’ 
presence meant that Prior would not get a chance to add to his strikeout total of 10 — the most for a 
debuting Cubs pitcher since at least 1969. 
 
Asked Monday what he recalled from that night, Prior replied: “Pirates, Wednesday night. Brian Giles, 
struck him out. Brian Giles took me deep. I didn’t know it at the time, but there was a different buzz 
from a regular-season game. I didn’t realize it until the playoff run the following year. It was special. It’s 
hard to describe the energy that surrounds being in this environment.” 
 
That night, some 40 media members shadowed Prior as he walked onto the field. 
 
“Scary,” said infielder Bill Mueller, observing the horde for Prior-mania. 
 
On Monday, the 37-year-old Prior addressed a lone reporter in the cramped visitors clubhouse at 
Wrigley, where the Dodgers were visiting for the first of three games. 
 
Prior spoke earnestly but softly, cognizant that the goal of a bullpen coach is to support the relievers, 
not to be the team spokesman. 
 
Upon taking the job a month before spring training, he set out to build relationships. You don’t do that 
by gabbing about your glory days, the time you finished third in NL Cy Young Award voting in 2003. 
 
“The main thing is listening,” Prior said. “Listening and finding out what works for each individual, what 
language they speak, what makes them feel good. I’m a big believer in that everybody’s different. 
 
“They will have good runs, they will have bad runs. When things go south, you want to be able to get 
them back to what makes them confident. And then when things are going well, keep trying to push that 
envelope.” 
 
Veteran reliever Josh Fields said that the key to being a good bullpen coach is “knowing the pulse of 
each player. Some you have to build up more, others you have to leave alone.” 
 
Fields, a tattooed Southerner with a thick beard and bone-crushing handshake, has found an interesting 
way to bond with Prior, a clean-shaven SoCal native. They are, well, coffee nerds. 
 
“I like Ethiopian beans because of the jammy and the fruit notes,” Fields said with total sincerity. “We 
have multiple burr grinders in our clubhouse in L.A. filled with different coffees that have been fresh 
roasted. We have the Chemex , the single-cup pour-over, we boil our water, we do the pour-over in our 
own filters … we try to do it right.” 
 
Prior had a can of high-end La Colombe coffee in his locker, lest someone think he is a poser. 
 
“That is part of relationships,” Prior said. “Find out what interests them. Someone can be from a 
completely different walk of life, but you can probably find some common ground somewhere. 
Fortunately in this game people drink a lot of coffee and I like to drink it as well.” 
 
Prior went 41-23 from 2002-05 before his shoulder began to act up. He wrote in a frank SI.com piece in 
2016 (“I have no regrets, no one to blame”) that he’ll always wonder whether a 2003 collision with 
Marcus Giles might have caused long-term damage. 
 



 
The Cubs non-tendered him in 2007, allowing him to sign with his hometown San Diego Padres. 
Comeback attempts with the Yankees in 2011 and Red Sox in 2012 were promising but ended with stints 
in Triple A. 
 
Shortly before he hung it up in 2013, Prior met Dusty Baker for lunch. His former manager suggested 
that if Prior wanted a job in baseball, he should not step away for long. 
 
He joined the Padres front office in 2014 and rose from assistant in baseball operations to the 
organization’s pitching coordinator. 
 
Padres executive Mark Loretta, the former Northwestern star who hit .295 during his 15-year career, 
said members of the organization respected how the onetime phenom (Moises Alou dubbed him “The 
Franchise”) grinded away for a half-dozen years rather than quitting because of arm trouble. 
 
“Mark is very thoughtful, a quality guy,” Loretta said. “He plays things close to the vest, but once you get 
to know him and he gets comfortable with you, you enjoy him. He was very good at not making snap 
judgments in the coordinating role. He figured out that everyone is different and you can’t cookie-cut 
it.” 
 
As a pitcher, Prior was regimented. At times, such as on the day before he pitched, he seemed 
unapproachable. 
 
“I took things very seriously,” he said. “I was guarded. I’m more honest and open now. I love the game 
and love being around it. As much as I loved coordinating and administrating, the day-to-day 
competition is what gets the juices flowing.” 
 
Said Fields: “He’s really laid-back, and I think that’s good for the ’pen. He keeps it loose down there and 
doesn’t press too much; I think that bleeds over into us.” 
 
Added Dodgers starter Alex Wood: “Mark has fit in since the moment spring training started. He was 
quieter at the beginning, feeling everyone out. Now he’s totally opened up.” 
 
Prior now wears 23, a number that carries weight at Wrigley Field and the United Center. 
 
“Yeah,” he said, “22 was taken.” 
 
But the monster calves remain. 
 
Dodgers pitcher Alex Wood said that only Hyun-Jin Ryu, the team’s 6-foot-3, 250-pound left-hander, 
might have bigger calves. 
 
“In that department,” Wood said of Prior, “he is not lacking.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Column: Jason Heyward looks like the hitter the Cubs always knew he'd be  
By Paul Sullivan 
 
Jason Heyward believes players can’t get caught up in trying to meet the expectations placed upon them 
by fans and the media. 



 
 
It makes perfect sense of course, especially in these days of nine-figure contracts. 
 
“If you do that, that’s another part of the roller coaster, and you’re going to lose that battle,” he said. 
“Every year is different. It’s still early.” 
 
It may be early, but consensus opinion is Heyward is back to being the kind of hitter he was in St. Louis 
before signing his $184 million deal with the Cubs in 2015. During his walk year with the Cardinals, 
Heyward hit a career-high .293 with a .797 on-base plus slugging percentage to go with 13 home runs, 
60 RBIs and 23 stolen bases in 154 games. 
 
Since returning from a stint on the disabled list with a concussion on May 29, he’s hitting .338 with an 
.890 OPS. 
 
It’s not a large sample size, but there’s reason to believe it’s sustainable for a prolonged stretch. 
 
We’ve been waiting for Heyward to hit like this. His Gold Glove defense has been consistent. His 
baserunning is solid, and his leadership skills were on full display during his famous rain-delay speech in 
Game 7 of the World Series. 
 
We’ve seen some hot streaks over the last two years, but this one seems different. Maybe the 
frustrating waiting game is over. 
 
“The game is not easy, regardless,” Heyward said before Monday night’s rain-delayed game at Wrigley 
Field. “I wouldn’t say ‘waiting’ by any means. As far as working every day, trying to find and feel what I 
can do to simplify it. … When I had a concussion I was just able to take time and look at video even more 
and pay attention to detail even more. I had nothing else I could possibly do during that time. 
 
“So just pay attention to that detail and seeing that my hands were the key, and that gives me a lot of 
room for error. When you’re using your hands and you’re more whippy, it gives you more consistent 
and better swings, and gives you more time to read the ball. 
 
“When you’re whipping the bat through the zone instead of pulling it through, you’re going to find more 
holes.” 
 
When Heyward signed his big deal, President Theo Epstein talked about a backdoor breaking pitch 
Heyward hit off Jake Arrieta for an opposite-field home run in Game 3 of the National League Division 
Series. 
 
“We envisioned the damage he’d do in Wrigley on a consistent basis,” Epstein said. 
 
Heyward didn’t come close to being that kind of hitter in his first two seasons in Chicago, but now he’s 
doing damage in the clutch. Heyward came into Monday hitting .310 with runners in scoring position 
and .370 with a 1.054 OPS with men on base. 
 
His walk-off grand slam off Phillies left-hander Adam Morgan on June 6 was easily the biggest moment 
of the year so far for the Cubs. He added another clutch shot Saturday night with a two-run homer off 
the Cardinals’ Jordan Hicks, the first allowed by Hicks in 35 innings this season. 
 



 
“He’s the guy that’s really ascended among the group,” manager Joe Maddon said afterward. “He’s 
made all the difference by being able to hit second and providing some big hits in the latter part of the 
game. He’s really good as the game (goes along).” 
 
General manager Jed Hoyer said Heyward just looks more confident and is “swinging with 
aggressiveness, swinging with a purpose.” 
 
What’s the biggest difference? Heyward said nothing major has changed in his swing. 
 
“I’m just using my hands more and freeing myself up to make consistently good swings and being able to 
react to pitches away-in, and kind of trust that to where I’m not using my body,” he said. 
 
Hoyer pointed to the fact the homer off Morgan was on a 97-mph fastball, while the one off Hicks was 
99 mph. 
 
“Big moments in the game, and I’m happy for him he’s delivering those moments, and I feel like as he 
does his confidence is only going to grow,” he said. 
 
How much does new hitting coach Chili Davis have to do with Heyward’s resurgence? 
 
Heyward said it was a “combination of me paying attention to my detail myself, and having good people 
to work with. But I’ve always had good people to work with. Everybody is just different at certain 
things.” 
 
Hoyer said it was difficult to determine how much of an effect Davis has had on Heyward. 
 
“Whenever a guy is really slumping we want to ascribe that to the hitting coach, and whenever a guy is 
doing great you want to do the same thing,” he said. “There’s probably a balance. I know they have a 
good relationship and they’ve worked hard, but I think it all comes down to the actual hitter and I think 
he’s put a lot of work in. He’s let his hands go and he’s swinging with a lot of aggressiveness.” 
 
But Heyward said the confidence “is always there.” It’s just a matter of making the necessary 
adjustments. 
 
“You just know what you’re looking for when you get up there, and it’s easier to make adjustments pitch 
to pitch and at-bat to at-bat in each game,” he said. 
 
“The confidence is always there. If you don’t have that, the battle is over before you get in there. I know 
what it is I’m trying to feel and trying to stay in tune on a daily basis.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Column: The Curse of Craig Counsel? Cubs continue to delay games when it's not raining  
By Paul Sullivan 
 
It was one of those nights where everything that could go wrong did for the Cubs. 
 
A game postponed by rain and a power outage made life miserable for a sellout crowd anticipating a big 
series opener between the Cubs and Dodgers. 
 



 
Mother Nature got them. Poor weather forecasting? Check. And electrical problems in a ballpark built 
104 years ago aren’t necessarily surprising. 
 
Hopefully Tuesday’s day-night doubleheader will go smoother, though Cubs spokesman Julian Green 
couldn’t be certain. 
 
“We’re actively working on this and we plan to have the ballpark fully operational by (Tuesday),” he 
said. “We still haven’t gotten to the root cause of the limited power outage.” 
 
It’s not the Cubs’ fault the power went out, but I don’t understand why they continue to delay games 
when it’s not raining. 
 
I call it the “Curse of Craig Counsell,” the Brewers manager who reacted to a postponed game without 
rain last year by saying: “First time for us we’ve had players treated for sunburn after a rainout.” 
 
Green said the Cubs checked three forecasts at 6:15 p.m. that indicated there was a 100 percent chance 
of rain, so they delayed the start of the game without giving any timetable. 
 
There was no rain until shortly after 7:30 p.m., and then just a brief shower that could’ve been played 
through. The rain didn’t really start falling until around 8:10 p.m., but when it stopped and the field was 
being readied, the bank of lights in right field had already gone out. 
 
“Mother Nature does (her) own thing sometimes,” Green said. “We didn’t appear to get some of that 
early rain, as expected.” 
 
The Cubs could’ve gotten in a few innings of play, perhaps three or four, depending on Tyler Chatwood’s 
control issues. At least the fans who came to see baseball could’ve seen some actual baseball instead of 
just standing around waiting for rain and watching the Brewers and Mets games on the video board. 
 
Back when the Braves players complained about playing through a frozen mist in April, the Cubs blamed 
it on MLB. 
 
So whose decision was it not to start the game Monday? 
 
Green said it was the Cubs’ decision “in concert with Major League Baseball.” 
 
Why not play until it actually rains, and then delay the game until the rain stops? 
 
Green repeated all three forecasts said there was a 100 percent chance of rain. 
 
“Do you start the game and lose the possibility (of starters)?” he said. “It gets more into the baseball 
issues. That could factor into it as well. But you’ve got 100 percent at 6:15 and you start playing and it 
starts raining in 10 minutes, then I’m here answering questions, ‘Why did you play for 10 minutes?’ 
 
“We only know it was an hour (without rain) after the fact. You just don’t know. When the forecast 
shows 100 percent, it’s pretty clear to us, using three different sources, it’s going to be rain pretty badly. 
I can totally understand (fans saying) ‘Nothing is happening. What’s going on?’” 
 
Well, I’m known as a rain delay expert in the press box, and it seems the Cubs have more rain delays 
without rain than anyone else. 
 



 
It happened last year with the Brewers game, and it dates all the way back to 1999, when the Cubs had a 
no-rain rain delay with the Giants in August that led the Giants owner to call them “bush league.” 
 
I suggested to Green the Cubs should get some new weather forecasters. 
 
“I am sure there are a number of event operators and folks in Chicago who probably have been dealing 
with this and probably would say the same thing,” he said, laughing. “It’s not isolated to the Chicago 
Cubs.” 
 
Perhaps. 
 
But in lieu of a perfect forecast, my advice is to just play until it starts raining next time. 
 
I’m sure Cubs fans wouldn’t mind if the starter wasn’t able to come back after the rain delay — if there 
is a rain delay. They usually only pitch five or six innings anyways. Big deal. 
 
And if it starts raining 10 minutes into the game, I’ll take the blame. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Column: Brandon Morrow switching sides adds juice to Cubs-Dodgers rivalry  
By David Haugh 
 
Around the seventh inning every Cubs game, closer Brandon Morrow’s protocol calls for him to prick his 
finger in the bullpen just enough to produce a droplet of blood. 
 
Diagnosed at 18 as a Type 1 diabetic, Morrow views using a device to measure his daily blood-sugar 
level as much a part of his pregame routine as loosening his arm. 
 
“It starts everything off,’’ Morrow said before Monday’s rain-delayed Cubs-Dodgers game. “I’ll prick my 
finger, draw my blood and, five seconds later, I’ll get a reading.’’ 
 
Ideally, Morrow wants his level to read around 140. Too low runs a risk of dizziness or other symptoms, 
and too high can also lead to complications. Morrow wears an insulin pump, which delivers rapid doses 
of insulin 24 hours a day through a catheter under the skin, except when he pitches. 
 
“If the reading is fine in the seventh, I’m good to go and I start stretching,’’ said Morrow, an advocate for 
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation who welcomes the chance to spread his message more around 
Chicago. 
 
His thoughtful answers come after long pauses, his intentions sincere. His story is worth hearing. 
 
“There wouldn’t be a time when my blood sugar was too high to pitch, but dropping low is the real risk 
because you lose strength in your legs and feel shaky,’’ Morrow said. “If I’m low, I’ll have a little bit of 
juice or something. Thank goodness my readings never have prevented me from pitching.’’ 
 
The Cubs certainly are happy with Morrow’s numbers after they signed the free-agent reliever to a two-
year, $21 million deal last winter. 
 



 
The surging Dodgers arrived at Wrigley Field for the first time since October with the swagger of 
National League champions, the Cubs’ worthy opponent the last two NLCS matchups. Forget the 
standings showing the Cubs and Dodgers in second place in their respective divisions. Until the Nationals 
or another pretender proves otherwise, these remain the two teams to beat in the National League. 
 
“They probably look at the National League as going through us, and we look at it as going through 
them,’’ Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer conceded. 
 
Added Dodgers manager Dave Roberts: “I think there’s a little bit of a Midwest-West Coast rivalry.’’ 
 
The rivalry added an intriguing twist in the offseason when the Cubs signed two major contributors to 
the Dodgers’ 2017 NLCS champions: Morrow and starter Yu Darvish. While Darvish has been a 
disappointment, Morrow has looked sharp, fulfilling expectations with 16 saves in 17 opportunities. For 
comparison’s sake, closer Wade Davis — arguably the Cubs’ MVP in 2017 — had 14 on this date a year 
ago. 
 
When the Cubs have a lead, Morrow can’t come in soon enough. In a bullpen that has been the team’s 
strength, no reliever has meant more than the 33-year-old enjoying a career renaissance. 
 
“A tough guy with high-end stuff,’’ Cubs manager Joe Maddon said. 
 
The key components of the last two Cubs NLCS participants have been closers Davis and Aroldis 
Chapman, underscoring the importance of Morrow’s consistency. When comparing the contending 
rosters of the Cubs and Dodgers, Morrow changing shades of blue threatens to make the biggest 
difference come October if both teams return healthy for a third straight NLCS. 
 
“We miss him, a big part of our success’’ Roberts admitted. “He’s a hard guy to replace.’’ 
 
Not every day is a bullpen blessed with a guy capable of pitching in all seven World Series games, which 
Morrow did last fall. Morrow’s right arm typically provided the bridge the 104-win Dodgers crossed from 
a close game to lockdown closer Kenley Jansen. The versatility of relievers such as Morrow and Andrew 
Miller of the Indians helped make bullpenning a baseball trend. 
 
It boggles the mind that Morrow began the 2017 season as the closer at Triple-A Oklahoma City and 
ended it making baseball history by tying Paul Assenmacher of the Indians for postseason appearances 
(14) and Darold Knowles of the A’s for World Series games (seven). The Dodgers cap Morrow wore in 
Game 7 sits in the Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y. 
 
“He’s a great story,’’ Hoyer said. “He’s had a great arm for a long time. Give the Dodgers a lot of credit. 
They signed him to a minor-league deal. He started out the year in the minors and was a big part of 
them going to the World Series. I think we’re benefiting somewhat from the work they did in getting 
him back on track.’’ 
 
A journeyman with 113 career starts with the Padres, Blue Jays and Mariners before joining the 
Dodgers, Morrow faced an uncertain future after shoulder surgery in 2015. The Mariners drafted 
Morrow fifth overall in 2006 — ahead of future Cy Young Award winners Clayton Kershaw, Tim Lincecum 
and Max Scherzer — but arm and oblique injuries interrupted his path. Starts such as the one Morrow 
enjoyed Aug. 8, 2010, for the Blue Jays against Maddon’s Rays hinted at stardom: 137 pitches, one hit, 
two walks and 17 strikeouts. 
 



 
Those starting days seem like a lifetime ago for a level-headed veteran who celebrated 10 years of 
major-league service time Monday. Two balloons like the number “10” sat in front of Morrow’s locker, 
bringing attention to a humble guy who resists it. 
 
“I’m proud of how long I’ve stuck around,’’ Morrow said. “I just have tried to continue what I was doing 
last year in terms of approach and routine, just instead of pitching the sixth, seventh or eighth, it’s the 
ninth. My mentality is the same.’’ 
 
So are Morrow’s results, which have the Cubs feeling good. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Power outage and rain postpone Cubs-Dodgers, day-night doubleheader to be played Tuesday  
By Mark Gonzales 
 
After losing Monday night to Mother Nature and power issues, the Cubs will try to salvage at least one 
game of their day-night doubleheader Tuesday. 
 
It won’t be easy, considering they must solve a problem that resulted in a blackout of right-field lights at 
Wrigley Field on Monday night. The blackout occurred shortly after rain arrived an hour after the 
scheduled start time and led to the postponement of their game against the Dodgers about two hours 
later. 
 
“We are going to be actively working on this issue,” Julian Green, the Cubs’ vice president of 
communications and community affairs, said after the game was postponed. “We’re actively working on 
this and plan to have the ballpark fully operational by (Tuesday). We still haven’t gotten to the root 
cause of the limited power outage.” 
 
The Cubs will face the Dodgers in a rescheduled game Tuesday at 12:05 p.m. with Tyler Chatwood 
opposing Kenta Maeda. Infielder Javier Baez could return to the Cubs lineup after he was out of 
Monday’s with a swollen left elbow. 
 
If the weather and the light banks cooperate, the regularly scheduled game will start at 7:05 p.m. with 
Mike Montgomery facing fellow left-hander Rich Hill. 
 
But Green acknowledged the challenge of completing both games with rain in the forecast. 
 
“(Tuesday night) is looking very dicey,” Green said. “The goal is to try to get in at least one game 
Tuesday.” 
 
Since this is the Dodgers’ only regular-season visit to Wrigley Field, the Cubs waited as long as possible 
before calling Monday night’s game, in concert with Major League Baseball. The Cubs and Dodgers have 
only two mutual days off, but the Cubs don’t want to inconvenience the Dodgers by having them fly 
from Los Angeles just to play one game. 
 
The Cubs were thrown for a curve, according to Green, when three forecasts called for a 100 percent 
chance of rain around the scheduled first pitch. An announcement on the start being delayed occurred 
about 50 minutes before first pitch, only for the rain to hold off until about 8 p.m. 
 



 
With ominous weather looming, the Cubs didn’t want to start the game for fear of both teams losing 
their starting pitchers to a rain delay. 
 
But in addition to the rain, the lights down the right-field line went out, as the lower bowl along the left-
field line was dark. 
 
The rain subsided enough for the grounds crew to prepare the field, and the power returned shortly 
after. 
 
But more rain loomed as the bank of lights went out again, eventually causing the game to be 
postponed. 
 
“We’ll continue to look at forecast and when the players take the field, we’ll make sure we’re putting 
each team in the best advantage to play baseball safely,” Green said. 
 
This marks the Cubs’ fifth home postponement and their first since April 18. That doesn’t include their 
14-10 comeback win over the Braves in which they played to the game’s completion despite a game-
time temperature of 38 with 24-mph winds blowing in from the northeast. 
 
“It’s been a really interesting spring and summer season in Chicago,” Green said. “We’re taking licks like 
everyone else.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs' Javier Baez: Hit by pitch part of game  
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Cubs infielder Javier Baez was happy to report Monday his left elbow was merely swollen as much of the 
pain subsided a day after getting drilled by a pitch from the Cardinals’ Jack Flaherty. 
 
But Baez, who was aware that Giants 3B Evan Longoria and Dodgers 2B Justin Turner each went on the 
DL for long stretches after suffering significant hand injuries, remains fearless. 
 
“That’s one thing you can’t go to the plate thinking you’re going to get hit,” Baez said. “Because you’re 
not going to do well. It’s part of the game. If someone throws at you intentionally, both teams will know 
about it. Whatever happens, happens. I don’t think you can do anything. 
 
“I’ve been hit in the face twice. I go out there and just play the game.” 
 
Baez stands close to the plate, so he’s aware that he could be prone to getting hit. Furthermore, Baez 
stressed that the hit by pitch was incidental. 
 
“Yadi (Molina) sent me a text message (to see) if I was all right,” Baez said. “He actually apologized. 
Come on. It’s part of the game. Everything is good.” 
 
Baez told trainer PJ Mainville that he didn’t want an x-ray and believes he might be able to return to the 
lineup Tuesday night. 
 
-- 
 



 
Chicago Tribune 
Early All-Star voting doesn't favor Cubs, and that's OK with Joe Maddon 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The Cubs reaped the benefits of extra rest at midseason last year when only closer Wade Davis was 
selected to the 2017 National League All-Star team. The Cubs won their first six games of the second half 
en route to overtaking the Brewers for the NL Central title. 
 
Considering the Cubs finish the first half in San Diego and will have only a three-day break before 
starting the second half, another small representation might not be the worst scenario. 
 
“I know the guys like to go, and that’s wonderful if they do go,” manager Joe Maddon said. “It’s great to 
represent, and it’s good for them. It’s always nice to get a break. (But) I don’t understand the shorter 
break. I know it’s TV-oriented, and I understand no (Sunday night) game, and then a game on (Thursday 
night)? 
 
"There would be much better ways to work it out. You need four days, especially if you have guys 
participating in the game — to get one day off, and then report back to work.” 
 
In the latest results for the NL All-Star starters, only catcher Willson Contreras is within striking distance 
of starting, as he trails Buster Posey of the Giants by about 90,000 votes. First baseman Anthony Rizzo, 
second baseman Javier Baez and third baseman Kris Bryant are in second place at their respective 
positions by robust margins. 
 
Maddon understands the rival Cardinals are in the same situation as they lose the traditional fourth day 
of rest as they visit Wrigley Field on July 19. The showcase game on the Thursday after the All-Star Game 
was part of the collective bargaining agreement. 
 
“But I think it’s a better method to give all four days off for everybody involved,” Maddon said. “But 
when it comes down to the game itself, it’s an honor to play in the game. Our guys want to play in the 
game. I’d never fight against it.” 
 
Super Strop: Maddon believes reliever Pedro Strop, who has a 1.88 ERA in 29 appearances, might be 
having his best season. 
 
“His strike-throwing has gotten better,” Maddon said. “His command of his fastball has gotten better. 
He’s included a cutter to go with that slider he has. 
 
“Everything he’s done is more higher end. It’s based off command, repetition of delivery. That’s what 
I’m seeing. It’s wonderful.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs’ Brandon Morrow isn’t the closer he was when he last did the job — in 2009 
By Steve Greenberg 
 
There were balloons in the Cubs’ clubhouse before the series opener Monday against the Dodgers, but 
they weren’t in celebration of reliever Steve Cishek’s 32nd birthday. No, these were for closer Brandon 
Morrow — a blue ‘‘1’’ and a blue ‘‘0,’’ tied with string to the back of his chair, in honor of his 10 years of 
major-league service time. 



 
 
Morrow reached the milestone during the Cubs’ just-completed road trip. It was Cishek, actually, who 
arranged for the tribute. 
 
Happy 10 years to Morrow, who now is fully vested in the MLB players’ pension program. 
 
And what a happy first season it has been for the Cubs with the 33-year-old right-hander at the back of 
their bullpen. Morrow 
entered play Monday 16-for-17 in save opportunities with a 1.59 ERA as he prepared for the possibility 
of facing the Dodgers — for whom he starred in a 2017 run to the World Series — at Wrigley Field. 
 
‘‘I love just the way he goes about it,’’ Cubs manager Joe Maddon said. ‘‘He’s very focused. And I use the 
word ‘calm’ a lot, but that’s what I look for, [and] his emotions are under control. 
 
‘‘With some good health — man, that could last awhile.’’ 
 
Calm? That wasn’t the case during Morrow’s last crack at being a big-league closer. Last awhile? That 
wasn’t the case, either. 
 
Morrow subbed for Mariners closer J.J. Putz for a brief stretch of games in 2008 and was the team’s 
closer to begin the 2009 season. An injury cut that experiment short, and before long Morrow was being 
groomed as a starter. Fast-forward from there to 2017, when he had a 0.916 WHIP as the Dodgers’ 
setup man and flummoxed the Cubs in the National League Championship Series. 
 
Other than a pair of saves converted last season, Morrow is back in the closer’s role for the first time in 
nine years. Things are a whole lot different for him on the mound than they were back then. 
 
‘‘I’ve seen a few clips from back then, and it’s kind of funny to see the mechanics and what kind of 
pitcher I was,’’ he said. ‘‘I definitely wasn’t a strike-thrower. I was probably a heart-attack guy every 
time I went out there.’’ 
 
Morrow laughs at the idea that he dared to try as a young pitcher a task he has grown into so 
methodically. Could he have been a closer again before now? Judging by his scoreless appearances in all 
five games against the Cubs last October, the answer probably is yes. But he is better by leaps and 
bounds at 33 than he was at 24 — and, he thinks, better than he was in his lone season with the 
Dodgers. 
 
‘‘Obviously, I got to watch [closer] Kenley [Jansen] a lot last year,’’ Morrow said. ‘‘I really like the way he 
goes about it. He has a very low heart rate, which is the way I try to keep it. I try not to pump myself up 
or get more excited for the inning than need be, so I can make decisions and compute situations 
better.’’ 
 
That approach brings another reliever to mind: Wade Davis, the Cubs’ unflappable closer in 2017. More 
than one Cubs teammate has noted the similarities between Davis and Morrow. 
 
‘‘I used to get myself in a lot of trouble with walks and stuff like that, and that really wears on you 
mentally,’’ Morrow said. ‘‘Now, when things don’t go my way, it’s almost like I don’t even care — or, at 
least, I make it look that way. It’s like there’s a part of you where you trick yourself or just make yourself 
forget, you know?’’ 
 



 
Morrow spent a few years — in Toronto, in San Diego — as a nearly forgotten pitcher. But now he’s 
back. Now he’s better than ever. 
 
Ten years of service time? It might be just the start of something big. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs-Dodgers rained (and powered) out; will Kris Bryant bat leadoff Tuesday? 
By Steve Greenberg 
 
Nearly three hours after the scheduled start of the game Monday between the Dodgers and Cubs at 
Wrigley Field, the tarp was still on the soggy infield. Lights above the grandstands down the right-field 
line weren’t working. Rain had come and gone. 
 
With the power at full-go, they probably could have squeezed in the opener of this three-game series. 
Instead, it was rescheduled as part of a split doubleheader Tuesday, with game times of 12:05 p.m. and 
7:05 p.m. 
 
Everybody in the park was hoping to see baseball. And every Cubs fan from here to the end of the earth 
was hoping to see third baseman Kris Bryant’s elongated slump finally blow over. 
 
Bryant entered the series mired in a 3-for-26 stretch in his last seven games and with only one home run 
since May 14. If it hasn’t been a classic slump, it certainly has been a noticeable power outage. 
 
‘‘You really do start trying too hard,’’ manager Joe Maddon said. ‘‘You try to force things, as opposed to 
letting them just come to you, especially a power guy who has not hit home runs in a bit.’’ 
 
That’s why Maddon wrote Bryant’s name into the leadoff spot. It was another attempt at getting him 
going. Bryant had led off twice before in his career — in back-to-back games this month against the 
Pirates. He reached five times in eight plate appearances (three singles, a walk and a hit-by-pitch) and 
scored two runs. 
 
It isn’t about the long ball, Maddon said. He wants Bryant to dig into his complete set of tools. 
 
‘‘I want him to focus on that, not homers,’’ Maddon said. ‘‘I think he probably hears that way too much 
about the power situation, and I’m really not interested in that. . . . He can help win a game in so many 
different ways.” 
 
Not very bright 
 
It was a bad look for the Cubs to wait nearly three hours before postponing a night game, especially 
when the lights weren’t working and when the explanation on the video boards throughout were about 
the rain, not the power. 
 
‘‘I wouldn’t call it a calamity,’’ a team spokesman said. ‘‘It’s just part of the game.’’ 
 
Even after all the fans were gone, the Cubs still hadn’t identified a ‘‘root cause’’ for the lighting 
problems. 
 



 
In case they end up needing one (or both) of them, the Cubs and Dodgers have mutual days off July 5 
and Sept. 20. 
 
Could have been worse 
 
Did second baseman Javy Baez see his season flash before his eyes as he went down in excruciating pain 
after being hit in the left elbow Sunday by a pitch from the Cardinals’ Jack Flaherty? 
 
‘‘That’s one thing that you can’t let go through your head when you get hit because you’re not going to 
do good,’’ he said. 
 
Baez relayed a heart-of-the-moment exchange with Cardinals catcher Yadier Molina. 
 
‘‘Yadi asked me if I was all right,’’ Baez said. ‘‘He actually apologized. I was like: ‘Man, come on. Yeah, 
everything’s good.’ ’’ 
 
Duensing on bereavement list 
 
The Cubs put left-handed reliever Brian Duensing on the bereavement list and recalled fellow lefty Rob 
Zastryzny from Class AAA Iowa. 
 
Duensing, whose grandfather died, should rejoin the team this week in Cincinnati. 
 
“Thank you for the thoughts,” he wrote on Twitter. “I lost my grandpa on Saturday. He is in a better 
place, but we miss him dearly already.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Home Run Derby is built for Javy Baez and his big swing — and Cubs 2B wants in  
By Gordon Wittenmyer 
 
Swing the bat as hard as he can as many times as he can in four minutes? 
 
Where does Javy Baez sign up? 
 
“I’d love to be in it, for sure,” the Cubs’ second baseman said of this year’s All-Star Home Run Derby in 
Washington next month. 
 
Assuming the Cubs’ home run leader is invited, he could become an instant star attraction in this year’s 
event – assuming he also can stay out of the way of errant fastballs between now and then. 
 
Baez no sooner talked about his desire to take his big-swing talents to D.C. when just a few hours later 
he was knocked out of Sunday night’s game by a 90-mph pitch that hit him on the left elbow. 
 
After the initial scare, he fared well enough overnight that x-rays were deemed unnecessary, he 
declared himself “fine,” and then suggested he’d be ready to return to the lineup Tuesday. 
Next up: Bring on the Derby. 
 
“Why not?” said Baez, who is in strong position to earn his first career All-Star selection. 
 



 
Picture the charismatic Baez — one of the breakout stars and personalities of last year’s World Baseball 
Classic – taking the stage alongside the Nationals’ Bryce Harper in an event built for his big energy and 
bigger swing. 
 
Nobody in baseball swings the bat as hard as the Cubs’ fan-favorite. 
 
And center stage is clearing out quickly as many of the game’s power-hitting stars already have said 
publicly they plan to skip this year’s event, including defending champ Aaron Judge of the Yankees. 
 
Mookie Betts and J.D. Martinez of the Red Sox have said they won’t go; Angels superstar Mike Trout 
never has. And Judge’s teammate Giancarlo Stanton, the 2016 champ, reportedly also might decline. 
 
Harper, who hasn’t done it since 2013, said last year he would participate at home in 2018, and MLB 
already is said to be seeking a commitment. 
 
Even three-time All-Star Anthony Rizzo and two-time selection Kris Bryant – the Cubs’ most recent derby 
hitters, in 2015 – say they won’t participate if asked. 
 
Many players who refuse cite the negative impact it has on their swings when they come out of the All-
Star break. Judge went from .329 with 30 homers and a 1.139 OPS in 84 games before last year’s break 
to .195 with 14 and a .797 OPS in 60 games after. 
 
For Cubs candidates this year is as much about the stress and fatigue factors of traveling from San Diego 
Sunday night to Washington for the event Monday, All-Star Game Tuesday, and then back home to open 
the second half Thursday – a day before the 28 other teams open. 
 
“That’s going to be a really long stretch,” Rizzo said. “To be able to go to the All-Star Game would be 
amazing. To be able to be asked to be in the Home Run Derby is amazing. 
 
“But his is probably a year I wouldn’t really be too fond of [doing the Derby], just because of the focus 
on getting this team back to where we want to be.” 
 
Rizzo stopped short of saying he’d prefer Baez not participate. 
 
“Like I said, that’s a long stretch,” he said. “After the [2015] Home Run Derby I was sore for a week after. 
Flying from San Diego to there, to playing again in 24 hours, it’s a long stretch.” 
 
Baez isn’t worried about travel or fatigue. 
 
“I’m young,” he said. “I can do that.” 
 
Certainly once. Rizzo and Bryant said it was worth that first time. 
 
“It was so tiring,” Bryant said. “But I did it once. I accomplished my goal. I was able to have my dad pitch 
to me. Maybe if I have the chance at the end of my career I might do it again. 
 
“Besides,” he added, smiling, “you get guys like Aaron Judge who are going to win every time. You’ve got 
to measure your competition, too.” 
 
Competition? What competition? 
 



 
“Maybe after I win it, it would be a different decision,” Baez said. “But I want to be there for the first 
time. 
 
“We’ll see.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
After three straight trips to NLCS, how can a June series interest the Cubs? 
By Rick Morrissey 
 
What does it all mean? 
 
Why, yes, I am going through an existential crisis, but that has nothing to do with my question. Baseball 
does. Specifically, a baseball season. It stretches from late March to the end of September. It’s 162 
games looooooooooong. 
 
The Dodgers came to town Monday, and you know what that means. That’s just it: I don’t know what it 
means. 
 
I know the Cubs lost to the Dodgers in the National League Championship Series last season. Got beaten 
badly, in fact. Probably had their cars stolen and sold for parts, too. And I know the Cubs are good again 
this season, the Dodgers are good again this season and both teams quite possibly will be good right into 
the playoffs. 
 
But I also know it’s the middle of June, and a three-game series in the middle of June, by definition, 
means as much as one bug hitting a windshield on a summer drive. 
 
I’m sure there are times when a player or manager, with hindsight in his favor, can look back on a game 
or a series and say: ‘‘There. Right there. That’s where everything changed for us.’’ 
 
But Monday, the thermometer was shaking off 100-degree temperatures, heavy rain was on the way 
and this game and this series seemed to mean no more than any other game or series. Which is to say, 
not a whole lot. 
 
Has the heat finally gotten to me? 
 
Or, after three consecutive trips to the NLCS for the Cubs, do I have a bad case of regular-season 
boredom? 
 
First baseman Anthony Rizzo saw a mob of media types around his locker Monday and immediately 
asked whether somebody had been traded. No, it was bigger than that. The Dodgers were in town. He 
didn’t seem to get the significance of the intergalactic battle that was about to take place. 
 
‘‘We met the last two years in the NLCS, but it’s 2018,’’ he said. ‘‘It’s not 2016. It’s not 2017. It’s 2018. 
They’re trying to win their division. We’re trying to win our division.’’ 
 
I think this is how most players look at a season. But surely there are times when they view one series as 
more important than others. That’s human nature, isn’t it? Or, for sanity sake, must they look at a 
season as one enormous entity? 
 



 
‘‘It depends what part of the season it is,’’ left-hander Jon Lester said. ‘‘I feel like right now, you’re just 
kind of grinding to get to the All-Star break. Once you get past the All-Star break, then really every series 
is kind of important. 
 
‘‘It’s always fun to play the Dodgers. . . . But as far as a big series and it meaning a lot, I think that’s the 
media [making it into something more].’’ 
 
What can I say? Baseball brings out the crazy in us. 
 
The truth is right there in front of us. It’s a massive schedule that absolutely begs us to keep things in 
perspective. But we can’t. Why can’t Kris Bryant hit anymore? When will Yu Darvish stop being a bust? 
Media and fans want answers. Immediately. Unfortunately, baseball doesn’t do anything immediately, 
other than charge your credit card. 
 
In the past, I’ve written that one team or another’s upcoming series was a big series. I’m guessing I’ll 
write it again. But right now, on this night, I’m having a crisis of hype. 
 
It’s hard to figure out when it’s really time to pay attention and to care. If you really care in June, how 
much more can you care in September, when it might matter more? Seems like a lot of wasted energy. 
Better to order another beer. Better for a fan to save his or her vengefulness for October, when the 
Cubs might get a chance to make the Dodgers pay for what they did in the 2017 NLCS. 
 
‘‘After you gain a lot of experience playing baseball, going through a postseason, playing in big series — 
define to me what a big series is,’’ Rizzo said. ‘‘Is Milwaukee a big series? Is playing in St. Louis a big 
series — ‘Sunday Night Baseball’? It’s just baseball. I think the more experience you have, the more 
you’re able to just go out and say, ‘It’s just another game.’ ’’ 
 
It’s baseball. It’s a cliché, a shield, a cop-out that players often use. And it’s also true. Baseball is slow. It 
takes time. It demands patience. It doesn’t lend itself to neat explanations. It’s a 162-game schedule 
that has ups and downs, hot streaks and slumps. A team that stunk it up in April can be a contender in 
September. 
 
It’s baseball. Whatever that means. I’ll think I’ll have that beer now. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Expect Cubs’ batting average with RISP to rise  
By John Grochowski 
 
One of baseball’s little oddities is that the Cubs are hitting far below their norms with runners in scoring 
position yet lead National League teams in RBI in plate appearances with RISP. 
 
Through Sunday, the Cubs had 243 RBI in RISP situations, with the Braves second at 232. Eight of 15 NL 
teams had fewer 
than 200. 
 
The key has been getting runners into scoring position in the first place. The Cubs’ NL-leading .340 on-
base percentage and .758 OPS topped the Braves’ .328 and .749. Cubs hitters had come to the plate 
with 931 RISP, with the Braves next at 825. 
 



 
Nevertheless, the Cubs were hitting only .235 with a .693 OPS with RISP. The norm is to hit about the 
same with RISP as overall. The NL batting average/OPS averages are .244/.716 overall and .246/.735 
with RISP. In 2017, the Cubs’ .255/.775 overall was mirrored by their .253/.787 with RISP. In 2016, it was 
.256/.772 overall and .252/.771 with RISP. 
 
Naturally, the RISP shortfall raises eyebrows every time the Cubs lose a close or low-scoring game, such 
as their 1-0 loss last week in Milwaukee. The Cubs’ 6-11 record in one-run games was a big reason they 
entered play Monday a half-game behind the Brewers, who were 16-8 in one-run games. 
 
RISP isn’t the whole story, by any means. The Brewers hadn’t been particularly good with runners on, 
either. They were hitting .249/.732 overall but .235/.716 with RISP. 
 
One factor for the Cubs is that they had gotten fewer runners into scoring position in close games. Cubs 
hitters have had 9.2 at-bats per game with RISP overall but only 7.6 such at-bats per one-run game. It 
hurt that they had no hits with RISP in the 1-0 loss to the Brewers, but it also hurt that they had only 
four at-bats with RISP. 
 
In the Cubs’ 11 one-run losses, they had gone 9-for-85 with RISP, a .106 batting average. 
 
Batting average with RISP isn’t a particularly good predictor of future batting average with RISP. It’s built 
on small sample sizes and rises and falls in patterns that look a lot like chance. 
 
When Ian Happ doubled home Anthony Rizzo to give the Cubs a 4-3 lead in what became a 6-3 victory 
Saturday in St. Louis, it raised his batting average with RISP from .167 to .194. The difference between 
that and his .232 overall average is less than two hits. If one more batted ball with RISP had dropped in, 
his batting average with RISP would be .225. 
 
On a team level, batting average on balls in play plays a role. The Cubs have a .311 BABiP overall, but it’s 
only .292 with RISP. 
 
If the Cubs continue to hit 23 points below their overall average when they advance runners to scoring 
position, that’s trouble. But past results tell us the most likely outcome is that their batting average with 
RISP will rise closer to their overall average. 
 
So far, the Cubs have been able to counter the difficulties by getting more men on base than the rest of 
the NL. 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Rain puts Chicago Cubs series with Dodgers on hold for a day  
By Bruce Miles 
 
No one is putting too much on a couple of series in June, but the Chicago Cubs and the Los Angeles 
Dodgers find themselves at an interesting convergence. 
 
Neither team had the start to the season it wanted, but things were far worse for the defending 
National League champion Dodgers, who started 16-26. 
 
Now, these combatants in the last two NL championship series appear to be on the upswing. They have 
three games against each other this week at Wrigley Field and four next week at Dodger Stadium. 



 
 
The games begin Tuesday with a day-night doubleheader following Monday night's rainout after a nearly 
three-hour delay. Game 1 begins at noon, while the second game is at 7:05 p.m. A power outage also hit 
the lights atop the first-base side of the ballpark Monday evening. 
 
Julian Green, the Cubs' vice president for communications and community affairs, said after 10 p.m. 
Monday the team would be working on the lights issue all night Monday into Tuesday. 
 
"We were having issues with the right-field lights this evening, and unfortunately we weren't able to get 
them fully operational for tonight," Green said. "It appears to be a limited power outage in the ballpark. 
 
"Notwithstanding, we were also dealing with a pretty heavy storm system in the area. … So the 
combination of the lights as well as the projected forecast of continued rain, we decided to postpone 
the game." 
 
Green added the Cubs had not gotten "to the root cause of the limited power outage." 
 
On the field, the Cubs and Dodgers were looking to make midseason charges in the standings. 
 
"I think they had a little rougher start than we did, but, yeah, both teams have been on the upswing the 
last few weeks," said Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer. "I just hope we can continue that upward 
trajectory. I feel like we've had some good stretches but also we haven't really been able to catch the 
wave and really play well for a couple weeks in a row where you feel it's crisp -- good starting pitching, 
good defense, good offense. 
 
"It would be great to start that now." 
 
The Cubs had been more blah than bad, flirting with the .500 mark for the first 20 games of the season. 
They entered Monday 40-28. The Dodgers righted themselves nicely and went into Monday at 37-33. 
 
Last year, the Dodgers ousted the Cubs in the NLCS and went on to lose the World Series to the Houston 
Astros. Two years ago, the Cubs eliminated the Dodgers and went on to win the World Series. 
 
Hoyer stopped short of calling these the two best teams in the NL. 
 
"It's not surprising at all what the Dodgers have done," he said. "They had a slow start, but they've been 
playing great baseball the last three or four weeks. I think it's too early to say that, but certainly over the 
last three years that's been the case. They probably look at the National League as going through us, and 
we probably look at it as going through them as it has the last two years." 
 
Cubs manager Joe Maddon's team went into Monday leading the league in ERA as well as being at or 
near the top in the key offensive categories. But the Cubs still haven't been hitting on all cylinders. 
 
The Dodgers suffered some key injuries, but ace pitcher Clayton Kershaw threw a simulated game 
Monday afternoon at Wrigley, and he could be back soon. 
 
"You would expect them to get better," Maddon said. "You know they're going to get better after a 
tough start. Actually, our start this year is a lot better than it was last year, like about 10 or 11 games 
better. When they get their pitching all in order, heads up. When their guys start hitting like they can, 
heads up. 
 



 
"It's going to happen. I hope it doesn't happen over the next week or 10 days, but they are that good 
and so are we." 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Baez expected to return to Chicago Cubs' lineup soon  
By Bruce Miles 
 
The Chicago Cubs were breathing a sigh of relief Monday, one day after infielder Javier Baez was hit on 
the left elbow with a pitch and had to leave the 5-0 loss to the St. Louis Cardinals. 
 
Baez was not in Monday's starting lineup against the Los Angeles Dodgers at Wrigley Field, but he said 
he is OK. 
 
"I'm good," Baez said. "It's still pretty swollen. Probably one more day. I feel good. I was scared for a 
moment, but after I started feeling everything, I knew everything was good. I told PJ (athletic trainer 
Mainville) that they didn't need the X-rays. It's normal. It's just swollen really." 
 
Baez was hit during the third inning of Sunday's game by Cardinals starting pitcher Jack Flaherty. He 
appeared to hold no ill feelings and said he heard from Cardinals catcher Yadier Molina. 
 
"Yadi texted me to see if I was all right," he said. "He actually apologized, and I was like, 'Man, come on, 
it's part of the game.' " 
 
No worries about Bryant: 
Neither manager Joe Maddon nor general manager Jed Hoyer seemed overly concerned about third 
baseman Kris Bryant, who went 3-for-20 on the road trip to Milwaukee and St. Louis. 
 
"I said it the other day: He's the last guy I worry about," Hoyer said. "The way he runs the bases, the way 
he plays defense, I feel like he's always contributing to wins even when he might be struggling at the 
plate a little bit. 
 
"With guys like him, I always look at it and think to myself, 'That means a hot streak is right around the 
corner.' And I said that about Anthony (Rizzo) in April when he was struggling. He's been great since May 
1, and I think Kris will have the same kind of turnaround. 
 
"With him, it's just a matter of when he breaks out. Over the course of the season, every great player 
goes through one or two big slumps." 
 
Added Maddon: "I can tell he's frustrated with that, there's no question. But he still gets out there, and 
he still wants to play. He doesn't want any time off. I gave him that day off the other day. He still wants 
to be out there. 
 
"I give him a lot of credit. He wants to be out there for his team. He's a winning baseball player." 
 
Roster move: 
The Cubs placed left-handed reliever Brian Duensing on the bereavement list and recalled lefty reliever 
Rob Zastryzny from Class AAA Iowa. Duensing tweeted that his grandfather died over the weekend. 
 
Zastryzny joins the Cubs for the second time this year. 



 
 
Not much of a break: 
Joe Maddon said he likes his players playing in the All-Star Game, but he is not happy that the Cubs have 
a shortened break this year. 
 
The Cubs play in San Diego on Sunday, July 15. The All-Star Game is two nights later, in Washington. On 
Thursday, July 19, the Cubs play the St. Louis Cardinals at Wrigley Field while the rest of MLB resumes on 
July 20. 
 
ESPN has TV rights for the Cubs-Cardinals game. 
 
"I know the guys like to go," Maddon said. "It's wonderful if they do go. It's great to represent, and it's 
good for them. It's always nice to get a break. 
 
"I don't understand the shorter break. I know it's TV oriented. To me, there would be much better ways 
to work it out. You need four days, especially if you have guys participating in the game. One day off and 
they have to report back to work. 
 
"The four days, once that was figured out, I thought that was perfect. St. Louis is in the same boat, 
obviously, but I think it's a better method to give all four days off for everybody involved." 
 
-- 
 
Daily Herald 
Rozner: Here's a problem MLB must address ASAP  
By Barry Rozner 
 
Rob Manfred is trying. 
 
You can give the baseball commissioner that much. At least he's trying. 
 
Attendance is down this year, mostly due to weather and tanking, and perhaps to a lesser extent the 
lack of action on a baseball field, the result of the high-strikeout rate in the launch-angle era that 
features more relievers throwing very hard with hellacious spin rates. 
 
Manfred is looking for answers and usually comes up empty, wanting to look proactive but instead 
looking perplexed when he changes rules in an attempt to "fix" a game that's not broken, merely going 
through a cycle that will eventually correct. 
 
While he forms committees and searches for solutions, we offer a thought for the commissioner. 
 
How about making the product available for those who want to consume baseball in different forms and 
in different places? 
 
Seriously, the following email is a common occurrence these days, as are similar thoughts on social 
media, since this has become a weekly topic on our baseball show. 
 
Tom Lake lives just north of the Wisconsin border, but the same complaints have come from those who 
live near Rockford. 
 



 
"I've heard you talk about (the) ridiculous MLB blackouts on multiple occasions," Lake wrote recently. 
"I'm from Champaign, but have lived in Janesville, Wisconsin, for the past 2½ years. I've had MLB-TV 
since I moved up here so I could watch the Cubs. 
 
"Now, not only has MLB not done anything to limit blackouts, but they are expanding them. I am no 
longer able to watch Cubs or White Sox games. 
 
"They claim the lines were redrawn last off-season and MLB-TV was just able to get sites updated to 
reflect the change. They had no problem taking my $120 in March, though, knowing it would change. 
 
"Now, effective May 31, I'm in a blackout area and there is nothing they will do. Asked for my money 
back and they are 'seeing what they can do.' It's not even about the money. 
 
"I would pay 10 subscriptions to be assured I could see every Cub game. 
 
"I hope they keep working on limiting mound visits and pitch clocks so the game doesn't move slowly for 
all the people who can't watch. 
 
"Attendance in San Diego is a little over 7K tonight, one-sixth of capacity. Luckily, I'm not blacked out 
there yet so I was able to watch something." 
 
This is insanity. 
 
There are fans who would pay a premium, even more than the high cost now, to be able to watch any 
game, anytime, anywhere. 
 
And they should be able to do that. It's 2018 and there should no blackouts. 
 
Ever. 
 
Every game should be available on any device at any time in any city and at any venue, including the 
ballpark. 
 
The generation baseball is trying to capture will not tolerate a sport -- or be interested in it -- if that 
sport doesn't offer them instant access on any platform given that it's all they know about technology. 
 
Frankly, it doesn't matter what generation you're from. This is the world as we know it. 
 
Now, there are complications because of territorial rights, expensive cable deals and rights fees. These 
are big problems and the fixes will be more convoluted than some treaties and tariffs you hear about 
every day. 
 
But, Mr. Commissioner, this is bigger than any problem you have on your hands today and must be 
addressed immediately. 
 
You have fans who want to watch your games and can't. It's stunning that we have to even have this 
conversation, but this is happening and it ought to be your top priority. 
 
For the sake of your sport, fix it now. 
 
-- 



 
 
The Athletic 
Talking lineup switcheroos, analytics, pitch counts and more with Cubs GM Jed Hoyer  
By Jon Greenberg 
 
There can’t be a sports executive in this city who does more radio interviews than Cubs general manager 
Jed Hoyer, who is both relatable and accessible, which is a nice combination for his line of work. 
 
I swear Hoyer is the lead-in to — not the winner of, obviously — Grobber’s “Bum of the Week” at 1 a.m 
on The Score before appearing rapid-fire on Mully & Hanley, Big John and Ramblin’ Ray, Kap & Co., The 
Roe Conn Show, the Ben Joravsky Show… Sometimes Cubs president Theo Epstein feels bad and does an 
interview himself, but both Cubs executives deserve credit for always being there to talk to the fans and 
answer their often repetitive questions. Not every fanbase gets the chance to hear it straight from the 
bosses’ mouths. 
 
With that in mind, I’ve noticed over the years that Hoyer is always seemingly answering the same 
questions. While Hoyer, who is always available to the ink-stained wretches as well, takes it in stride — 
his buddy Theo has no problem pointing out bad points — I thought it would be useful to bring up some 
commonly asked questions and get more definitive answers to them from Hoyer. Think of it as sort of a 
“Mythbusters” interview. 
 
So on Monday, before the rain started coming down onto Wrigley Field, wiping away the game, Hoyer 
indulged me for about 20 minutes near the home dugout. 
 
Is it a myth that Joe Maddon messes with the lineups too much? 
Greenberg: Lineups is one… 
 
Hoyer: You know that’s my biggest pet peeve. 
 
Greenberg: Is it really? 
 
Hoyer: Yeah, because… 
 
Greenberg: Wow, I didn’t even have to say anything. 
 
Hoyer: I’ve said this a few times in the media. One of the first things I learned from Bill James when I was 
working with him in Boston, he would always say you know don’t obsess about the lineup. It’s the 
biggest waste of your time. All you want to do is hit your best hitters the most often. If you do that, 
don’t worry about it. Any other changes, we’re talking about fractions of runs over the course of a 
season. So for an individual game, it’s just not going to have enough of an impact. Fractions of runs and 
people obsess. It’s a sports radio lightning rod, both a consistent lineup and the batting order. I just 
think people spend too much time thinking about something that doesn’t have a significant impact on 
winning and losing. 
 
On Kris Bryant and our focus on hitters’ numbers with runners in scoring position and clutch situations 
Greenberg: The big thing we’re talking about now is Kris Bryant’s numbers in close and late situations… 
 
Hoyer: Also something I think is cyclical. If you look back at his rookie year, he got every clutch hit, drove 
in every clutch run. He had huge hits in every single (2016 playoff) series against the Giants, against the 
Dodgers, against the Indians. So the idea that it’s somehow not in his DNA has been proven wrong as a 



 
Cub. I think those things are cyclical. Guys will have a stretch where they’re great in a situation but 
maybe be down for awhile. 
 
[Editor’s note: In 2015, according to Baseball-Reference, Bryant slashed .292/.417/.489 with a .395 
BABIP and 63 RBIs in 175 plate appearances with runners in scoring position. With two outs, just 74 
plate appearances, he slashed .350/.473/.567 with just 14 strikeouts and 13 walks. That season, in 100 
“late and close” plate appearances, he hit .250/.380/.463 with 28 strikeouts, five doubles, four homers 
and 12 RBIs. He slashed .317/.408/.520 in high leverage situations and just .236/.340/.417 in low ones. 
Check here for his current splits, which are dramatically different.] 
 
Greenberg: Are close and late numbers a good stat to look at to see if someone’s a good player? 
 
Hoyer: That’s not something I would spend a lot of time on. Again, I think for the most part guys are 
cyclical with that. If you’re a good hitter, you’re a good hitter. I think that especially with a guy that has 
proven to have the ability to get big hits in big spots. 
 
Is it a myth that pitch counts are destroying baseball as we know it? 
Hoyer: The whole argument about pitch counts and teams babying pitchers in today’s game is one that 
never sits well with me. I always feel like it needs proper context. I think back in, let’s use the ’50s for 
example, you had major league teams signing a ton of guys for their 15-20 minor league affiliates. The 
investment in the players was far less. So they would have guys throw all the time and throw a lot of 
pitches. A handful of guys would survive and a lot of guys you’ve never heard of with great arms fell by 
the wayside. So when people use Robin Roberts or Catfish Hunter or Nolan Ryan as examples, they are 
citing the outliers. If we wanted to throw guys 300 innings today on a four-man rotation, we could do it. 
We don’t know who it would be, but someone would survive that gauntlet. But with four full-season 
affiliates and huge signing bonuses and guaranteed contracts, no one is able to take that risk with their 
pitchers. Nor should they. 
 
Also, the game was played completely differently. When you go back and look, I’ll use an example, Bob 
Gibson. Everyone talks about how dominating his stuff was…and I’m sure it was. Well, he was striking 
out probably seven or eight guys per nine. Right? 
 
(Editor’s note: In his magical 1968 season, Gibson struck out 7.9 hitters per nine innings. That would 
have been the 36th best strikeout per nine ratio last season between Rick Porcello and John Lackey.) 
 
The game was simply different. When you were pitching a complete game, you might be throwing 100 
pitches, 105 pitches. Guys swung at the first pitch, guys hit the ball on the ground, they sacrifice bunted 
a lot. There was no weightlifting. Slugging percentages were different. No one wanted to strike out. The 
idea of going deep in a game or pitching nine innings, you didn’t have guys up there trying to get full 
counts or trying to hit the ball out of the ballpark all the time. So I think when people talk about 
complete games or whatever, at some point, the number of pitches that starters are throwing often 
times isn’t that different. 
On the mysteries of bullpen management 
Greenberg: When it comes to bullpen management, how big is the gap between what the public knows 
about a team’s bullpen usage and what you guys know? 
 
Hoyer: I think that’s one area that is probably frustrating for a fan, because what the fans aren’t aware 
of is who’s available that day, who’s not available, who’s semi-available but we’re trying to stay away 
from. I think it’s a hard one, so a lot of times when people are frustrated with the bullpen usage in a 
certain night it might be because two guys are sore. Joe [Maddon]’s not going to say that after the 
game. “By the way, that guy’s sore.” So I think that’s one area where a lot of times the decision on the 



 
field, there’s a reason, and if the reason could be given to the public, it would make a lot more sense. 
You’re not going to talk about every soreness, every injury, every time you want to rest a guy, both for 
obvious reasons in your own clubhouse and also for the opponent as well, right? But I do think that’s 
one area where I understand the frustration, but it’s also they don’t have all the information nor are 
they going to have it, so it’s a natural area of frustration. 
 
Greenberg: How much research do you guys do, as far as knowing which relievers to pitch in certain 
circumstances? 
 
Hoyer: A lot. A lot. Every bullpen has a bunch of guys who do different things. You want guys who can 
elevate, you want guys who can sink the ball. You want curveballs, you want sliders. When you have 
that, you might be like, “This part of the lineup really struggles with elevated fastballs, so we’re going to 
throw this guy.” There’s a lot of that goes into how you match up. 
 
Why, oh why, do we talk about trades in May? 
Greenberg: I thought of this story idea in late May when people would ask you about the possibility of 
trades. When do trades first get talked about? 
 
Hoyer: GMs are always in contact with each other. I do think things have moved up a little bit. You’ve 
already seen a few trades this year, which is unusual. Really, April and May are, generally speaking, dead 
zones for trades. People are still figuring out what they have, what they don’t have. A lot of times if 
people are willing to trade at that time, the prices are so high because there’s such a big percentage of 
the year left. So I do think that time of the year when people start talking about it, it’s too early. 
 
Greenberg: For us it’s like, after a month fans and reporters think they know what a team has, so it’s 
time to talk trades. But when do you start doing the work to prepare for possible deals? 
 
Hoyer: We have a department of people who are always doing the work on that, but as far as when the 
focus shifts to it? I think you’re always talking about it, but I think it becomes more serious after the 
draft. 
 
Greenberg: So when do you guys talk about possible trades and that kind of stuff in the front office 
suite? 
 
Hoyer: I think you always are, but not necessarily specifics on whom to go get, but what shortcomings 
you might have or might be able to address. So I think conversation is always going on. You might have a 
list of a dozen players that can fill that role and then you winnow it down. But it’s not like there’s a fine 
point on it for awhile. 
 
Greenberg: I think fantasy baseball has probably brought more focus on early trade talks. 
 
Hoyer: I was listening to somebody talk about the NBA draft today and they said the most exciting part 
is the trades. There’s a fascination with the NFL draft, the NBA draft, baseball in general. People love 
that. Which I get. 
 
On when fans should raise the white flag… 
Greenberg: When’s a good time, generally, for fans to really worry about a disappointing team? 
 
Hoyer: I don’t have a good answer. But I will say I think we’re all guilty. We’re playing the Dodgers right 
now, it’s a good example, I think they were eight or nine under at one point. Was it 10? [Editor’s note: 
The Dodgers were 16-26 on May 16.] People were already writing their obituary as a team in May and 



 
you realize that a really good team can overcome that. I think people tend to forget how hot a good 
team can get and erase that deficit. On the flip side, I think the opposite happens all the time. If a team 
gets off to a 30-18 start that wasn’t expected to be good, people are like, “Well, we’re definitely [going 
to] the playoffs.” No, you can lose a lot of games in a hurry if you weren’t expected to be there in the 
first place. [Editor’s note: See the 2016 White Sox.] On both sides, good and bad, I think people jump to 
conclusions early without realizing there’s a reason we do this thing for six months. 
 
Greenberg: Do you have any personal examples of a team you were sure was going to be bad that 
turned out to be good? 
 
Hoyer: I think last year, I feel like in July we were definitely confident given what happened the year 
before, and we knew how hot we could get in the second half. I think Theo’s talked about this openly, 
we certainly had discussions about if things don’t turn around, here are the possible moves we would 
make. We didn’t react too early, but certainly those conversations were going on. 
 
Greenberg: I wondered if that was really true. 
 
Hoyer: It was more of, “If this doesn’t turn around in the next two or three weeks.” It was frustrating. 
That first half, I think we were 43-45 at the All-Star break. That was not something we ever thought was 
going to happen coming off the World Series. You talk about a hangover and you’re two under at the All-
Star break. I think that’s a really good example of what you’re talking about. That team won 92 games. 
We got really hot and I think a hot streak can erase several months of playing poorly. Another example is 
Boston in 2004, there was a lot of frustration. We were 10 over, I think, in April and then we were a .500 
team for three months. That was amazingly frustrating given the talent level that we had and given that 
the Yankees were running away with it and we ended up winning 98 games. We had a great August and 
really took off. 
 
It was a really good learning experience, because I do think that [Nomar Garciaparra] trade sparked the 
team, but at the same time we also had such an unbelievable talent level. That hot streak was going to 
happen at some point, no question. 
 
On the “good numbers” that fans should use when talking about hitters and pitchers 
Greenberg: I know you have proprietary stats, but what publicly available stuff would you tell people to 
use, besides the eye test, to evaluate a player’s performance? 
 
Hoyer: I think everyone has stuff for different things. One thing I would mention I do look at a lot and 
this is really simple, I look at walk-to-strikeout ratio a lot. Both as a team and as a player. I just think 
teams that control the strike zone and hitters and pitchers that can control a strike zone are amazingly 
valuable. I think that’s one of the things. I’m really happy with our on-base percentage as a team. I love 
the fact we have great walks, our strikeouts are down. At the same time, as a pitching staff, our walks 
are up and that’s been a source of frustration. I do look at that a lot either way. There are hitters, that 
we know, who succeed without controlling a strike zone, but as a rule you want some guys that have 
some control over the strike zone, have some walks, control their strikeouts. Same as with the pitching 
side. 
 
You get some bad questions in radio. Which ones would you do away with? 
Greenberg: What questions that you get a lot during those radio interviews do you dislike? 
 
Hoyer: There is such a focus on the one or two guys who are slumping. You have 25 guys. You always 
have one or two guys who are in a slump. In most cases, the question about “What are we doing to help 
them?” is really difficult to answer. Sometimes, it is simply a case of baseball being a game of failure and 



 
slumps are a part of it. In other cases, the player may be working on something mechanical and that 
isn’t normally something you can speak to in great detail out of respect for the player and coach. So 
while the answer might be really interesting, it isn’t one that you can provide during the slump. It’s a 
legitimate question, just one that doesn’t usually lead to an interesting answer because of those factors. 
 
Some bonus front office myth-busting… 
Greenberg: What’s the biggest Theo myth you can bust? 
 
Hoyer: The biggest Theo myth is Theo is obviously incredibly aware of the numbers. He is obviously 
exceptionally bright and quantitive, but I think one of his great gifts is he’s able to take in all the 
information. He loves scouting, he loves player development and he relates to everyone from coaches to 
scouts to players at the same exact level. The biggest myth about him that he’s the pioneer of the 
quantitative age, but that’s really where it stops. The truth is what makes him exceptional is he has a 
great understanding of the quantitative, but he adds the human element to it. 
 
Greenberg: What’s the biggest Jed myth? 
 
Hoyer: That I’m tall. 
 
Greenberg: That’s not a myth. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
Some lights, some rain and lots of inaction Monday at Wrigley Field  
By Sahadev Sharma 
 
It was only fitting that hours after Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer answered questions about his team’s 
recent lack of power Monday night that a bank of lights along the right-field line at Wrigley Field conked 
out and contributed to the postponement of the start of their series with the Los Angeles Dodgers. 
 
Intermittent rain delayed the game early and while fans waited around and watched the Pirates beat 
the Brewers and the Rockies play the Mets on the left field video board, the Cubs mercifully called the 
game a little before 10 p.m. 
 
A day-night double-header is set for Tuesday with scheduled first pitches of 12:05 p.m. and 7:05 p.m. 
But rain in the forecast, plus potential light problems, could cause problems as well. 
 
“As many of you probably could tell from the press box tonight, we were having issues with the right-
field lights this evening,” Cubs vice president of communications and community affairs Julian Green 
said after the cancellation. “Unfortunately, we weren’t able to get them fully operational for tonight. It 
appears to be a limited power outage in the ballpark, which is impacting the right-field light operation. 
Obviously, we can’t play baseball without a full bank of lights in the ballpark. Notwithstanding the lights, 
we were also dealing with a pretty heavy storm system in the area, which is projected to get more rain 
here and continued rain in the next couple hours.” 
 
While the rainy forecast was used as part of the reason for the final decision to postpone the game, it 
appears that ultimately the lack of lighting was the primary cause a pitch wasn’t thrown on the evening. 
 
The first pitch of Monday’s scheduled game was first delayed around 6 p.m. But heavy rain didn’t arrive 
until a little after 8 p.m., leading many to wonder if the Cubs could have gotten in a few innings of play. 



 
Even though the heavy stuff finally showed up, the Cubs couldn’t shake another bit of controversy when 
it comes to delayed or postponed games. Some fans were annoyed that the Cubs kept the same “We’ll 
let you know when we have news” message on the videoboards during the entire delay. Reporters 
weren’t given much in the way of updates throughout the night either, first learning of the 
postponement from NBC Sports Chicago employees. 
 
After the Cubs postponed a game last season against the Milwaukee Brewers on what turned out to be a 
sunny day in Chicago, manager Craig Counsell quipped that it was the first time his players had gotten a 
sunburn following a rain-out. 
 
The Cubs played a game against the Atlanta Braves in horrible weather earlier this year because more 
inclement weather was anticipated through that weekend (the third game of the series was postponed). 
It’s been that type of year for the Cubs, who have already had seven games postponed just 68 games 
into the season, including three at Wrigley in the span of four games. 
 
The Cubs and Dodgers needed to try to get this game in, because this is the Dodgers’ only trip to Chicago 
this season, and the two teams only have mutual off days on July 5 and Sept. 20. The Dodgers have 
home games on July 4, Sept. 19 and Sept. 21 and a road game in Anaheim on July 6, so a trip back here 
would be near impossible. (All teams have the day off after the All-Star Game.) 
 
With their recent history of weather issues, Green spent more than 14 minutes addressing questions — 
some relevant, others less so — about what happened Monday. One reporter asked if Green felt like he 
had survived a “calamity.” 
 
“I wouldn’t call it a calamity,” Green said with a laugh. “It’s part of the game. Early this season, we 
experienced significant rainfall and had to postpone some games. This has certainly been, not only for 
the Chicago Cubs, but Chicago in general, a really interesting spring and summer season in Chicago. 
We’re taking our licks just like everybody else is. But our plan is to play baseball tomorrow and 
accommodate fans as best as possible.” 
 
In typical Chicago fashion, the day started out oppressively hot, reaching the mid-90s. The sun was 
beaming on Wrigley in the late afternoon as the wind howled out. A few hours before the first pitch, 
clouds came in from the northwest, blotting out the sun as a strong wind shifted in from the north. The 
temperature seemed to drop by 20 degrees within a few minutes 
 
During the initial delay, the bank of lights along the right-field line went out as rain pummeled the city. A 
little over two-plus hours after the scheduled first pitch, the tarp was removed and the field was 
prepared for play. However, the tarp remained in the outfield as they anticipated more rain, while the 
lights came on momentarily, only to go back off as the tarp was placed back on the field. 
 
No players or umps ever showed up on the field, suggesting that the start of play was never close; the 
Cubs were just attempting to prepare the field just in case. 
 
A game starting in a delay because of what Green said was a 100 percent chance of rain according to 
three forecasts isn’t a rare occurrence. Teams don’t like to have their starters warm up only to have rain 
arrive right before they get on the mound or just a few innings into their outing. However, the 
combination of their recent history, the lack of rain for the first scheduled hour of play and the lights 
going out led to an overall bad look for the Cubs. 
 



 
“Things happen, Mother Nature does her own thing sometimes,” Green said. “We didn’t appear to get 
some of that early rain as projected. The rain did start coming in and it appears that it’s moving this way 
as we speak.” 
 
On the bright side, with Milwaukee’s 1-0 loss to Pirates, the Cubs moved into first place, ahead of the 
Brewers. Not a bad result for what seemed like a wasted night on the North Side of Chicago. 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
After hitting a wall, are Cubs making the offensive changes to break through again in October? 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
Sometimes perception is reality. The Cubs have offensive issues because the bosses say so. It’s not like 
Theo Epstein and Joe Maddon have been secretly trashing the lineup on burner Twitter accounts (or at 
least we don’t think so). It’s out in the open, from the abrupt change in hitting coaches last October to 
the manager’s dismissive riffs on launch angle and exit velocity. 
 
The Cubs also believed in their hitters enough to bring back 11 position players from last year’s NLCS 
roster. Essentially the same group that looked physically and mentally drained against the Los Angeles 
Dodgers now leads the NL in batting average (.258) and OPS (.758) while averaging nearly five runs per 
game. 
 
“It’s twice, though, in the last three years we’ve kind of hit an offensive wall,” Maddon said, thinking 
back to how the New York Mets and their power pitchers overwhelmed the young Cubs during the 2015 
NLCS. “That’s why I’m really pushing on this other method, [so] we’re able to move the ball more 
consistently when you get the better pitching. The home runs aren’t always there, so you got to be able 
to move the baseball.” 
 
It’s impossible to October-proof your offense from great pitchers, random bounces and small sample 
sizes. It’s impossible to measure the impact of firing John Mallee, hiring Chili Davis and sending different 
messages about the team’s hitting philosophy. It’s impossible to know if the Cubs are ultimately 
sacrificing too much power for contact, ranking 11th out of the NL’s 15 teams in homers while dropping 
to 12th in strikeouts. 
 
But this seven-games-in-11-days stretch against the Dodgers – which begins Monday night at Wrigley 
Field – should be a measuring stick for how far the Cubs have come since scoring eight runs in five NLCS 
games last year and sparking this renewed emphasis on situational hitting. 
 
“That is my No. 1 priority offensively,” Maddon said. “Homers will come. Pitchers throw homers. When 
hitters just try to hit homers on all the pitches that are thrown to them, the result’s normally bad. Let 
pitchers throw you home runs. Be in position to hit the ball hard. And with two strikes, understand 
they’re not giving you that pitch you normally could drive out of the ballpark. So why not adapt? 
 
“We get to the playoffs, you need to be able to do things like that. You’re seeing good pitching all the 
time. Good pitchers don’t just throw cookies and say, ‘Here, hit home runs.’ We have to learn how to 
manufacture when the pitches aren’t there to hit over the wall.” 
 
That sounds great in theory. Have an approach. Shorten your swing. Grind out the at-bat. Except the all-
encompassing video/data analysis knows exactly what you want to hit. The numbers arrange specialized 



 
matchups and where the defense should be positioned. Hitting is harder than ever when velocity is no 
longer a luxury item or a curiosity. 
 
“We don’t bat an eye at 97 [mph],” Ben Zobrist said. “Ninety-seven used to be like, ‘Oh, this guy throws 
97!’ You adapt with it and you just have to guess a little bit more because our reaction time is only so 
quick.” 
 
Playing that guessing game, the Cubs just managed to go 3-3 on a road trip where the Milwaukee 
Brewers and St. Louis Cardinals shut them out three times. The Cubs are hitting only .235 with runners in 
scoring position, but they have also created 625 at-bats in those situations, or 20 more than the next NL 
team. 
 
“Any time you get guys throwing harder with more movement, it’s less reaction time,” Zobrist said. 
“What are you going to do to try to create more reaction time for us? You got to move the plate back. 
It’s the only way to do it. We just have to get better at reacting. That’s what’s happening. 
 
“That’s also why strikeouts are going up, because you have to guess more. You can’t just take an 
approach and think that approach is going to work for most of the pitchers. You have to guess 
something. 
 
“If you think you get it when you see it, then you swing. And if it doesn’t end up being that pitch, then 
you miss, so there’s just a lot more swing-and-misses.” 
 
Zobrist was coming off a clutch performance with the Kansas City Royals in the 2015 World Series when 
the Cubs gave him a four-year, $56 million contract that wasn’t even the highest bid for a player in his 
mid-30s. That’s the kind of respect Zobrist commands around the game as a switch-hitter, versatile 
defender and leader by example. Only the Cubs could offer that chance to come home and make history 
and Zobrist delivered as the 2016 World Series MVP. 
 
Outside of Zobrist, basically all of the Cubs in Maddon’s daily lineup matrix should be in or nearing their 
prime years, the sweet spot the manager envisions when players have the mental experience to match 
their physical skills. 
 
Anthony Rizzo and Kris Bryant have played in every inning of all 36 playoff games across the last three 
years. Javier Báez is in his eighth season in the organization. Addison Russell has almost 3,000 plate 
appearances as a professional. The Cubs should be getting better at pitch-to-pitch adjustments and 
anticipating the next moves. 
 
“It’s less of a general approach,” Zobrist said. “Because of that, the sharing of information is more 
important. If I have an experience up at the plate – or we look at video and we see certain players 
having experiences – then we have to try to build on that and be more prepared for the next time we 
face that guy. 
 
“It’s passing it onto the guy next to you, especially as you see starters throwing less innings overall and 
bullpens throwing more innings. We may only get a chance to face that guy once a series – one at-bat in 
a series – and that might be the key at-bat that you need. 
 
“We have to be able to turn the page quickly, hand it off to the next guy, help him do the job better, 
those kinds of things that we didn’t do as much of before maybe.” 
 



 
Even a team on pace to win around 95 games will have boom-or-bust cycles during the regular season. 
Whatever happens, these Cubs won’t overreact or be scared to face Clayton Kershaw at Dodger Stadium 
in October. 
 
“This game does crazy things to you,” Kyle Schwarber said. “You just got to be able to turn the page and 
worry about that next day. We’re always worried about what’s happening in the moment. And after that 
moment’s done, we’re over it.” 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Rain, power outage postpones Dodgers-Cubs  
By Matthew Martell 
 
CHICAGO -- The threat of rain and a limited power outage at Wrigley Field forced the Cubs and Dodgers 
to postpone Monday's game. The two teams will play a split doubleheader on Tuesday, with the first 
game scheduled for 12:05 p.m. CT and the regular game to be played at 7:05 p.m. 
 
On Monday, the power outage affected the operation of the lights in right field. 
 
"We still haven't gotten to the root cause of the limited power outage," Cubs vice president of 
communications Julian Green said. "We're actively working on this issue tonight and we plan to have the 
ballpark fully operational by [Tuesday]." 
 
Separate tickets will be required for each game. Tickets to Monday's game will be honored for the early 
game or exchanged for tickets to another 2018 regular-season home game, subject to availability. 
 
Both clubs' starting pitchers will stay as scheduled. Tyler Chatwood will square off with right-hander 
Kenta Maeda in the day game, and Mike Montgomery and fellow southpaw Rich Hill will start the 
nightcap. 
 
Monday's game was scheduled to start at 7:05 p.m., and the delay was announced at approximately 
6:30 p.m. At the time the decision was made, Green said the three forecasts being tracked all said 100-
percent rain. 
 
Both teams wanted to wait out the storm system impacting the area as long as possible because 
potential makeup days are limited. Both clubs have just two mutual days off the rest of the season, and 
the distance of travel for the Dodgers to come to Chicago also presented some logistical issues. 
 
Green said the lights were expected to be functional by first pitch Tuesday. He also said the Cubs are 
going to try and use the daylight for the afternoon game to their advantage if the limited power outage 
is still an issue. 
 
"We'll continue to look at the forecast," Green said, "and make sure that when the players take the field, 
we're making sure that we're putting each team in the best possible [situation] to complete and play 
baseball safely." 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Baez says he's fine, hopes to return today  



 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- A day after he was hit on the left elbow by a pitch, Javier Baez said on Monday that he's fine 
and may return for today's doubleheader against the Dodgers.  
 
The Cubs got a scare in the third inning on Sunday, when Baez was hit by a pitch from Cardinals starter 
Jack Flaherty and had to leave the game. The initial diagnosis was a contusion, and Baez did not need X-
rays on Monday. 
 
"I've been hit there, and it's like you lose your breath," Chicago manager Joe Maddon said on Sunday. 
"There's so many nerves in that part. It really really hurts, it just hurts. It's in a spot where you have to 
bend and you can't bend." 
 
Roster move 
• The Cubs placed left-hander Brian Duensing on the bereavement list on Monday and recalled left-
hander Rob Zastryzny from Triple-A Iowa. Duensing posted on Twitter that his grandfather died on 
Saturday. 
 
Duensing, 35, is 2-0 with one save and a 4.50 ERA in 31 relief appearances this season. The bereavement 
list requires a minimum absence of three days and a maximum of seven days. 
 
Zastryzny joins the Cubs for the second time this year. He spent one day with the team on May 8 and 
threw two scoreless innings of relief against the Marlins. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Maddon: 'A trap' in overvaluing NLCS rematch  
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- The Cubs and Dodgers have met in the National League Championship Series the past two 
Octobers, with each winning a series. Dealing with the Dodgers will be a good test for the Cubs, but 
manager Joe Maddon doesn't place more emphasis on this series. 
 
"I really try to refrain from that because I think there's a trap in that," Maddon said Monday. "If you set 
it up that way and it doesn't go well, you think it's doom and gloom and it's not going to happen. I just 
can't subscribe to that theory. I much prefer that they think tonight is the most important game of the 
year and then when this one is over, tomorrow night's game is the most important game of the year." 
Monday's rematch in the opener of a three-game series was postponed because of a limited power 
outage at Wrigley Field that was affecting the operation of the lights in right field and the forecast of 
continued rain in the area over the next several hours. The Cubs and Dodgers will play a split 
doubleheader on Tuesday, with the first game scheduled for 12:05 p.m. CT and the regular game to be 
played at 7:05 p.m. 
 
Both teams are on a roll. In the last calendar month, dating to May 18, the Dodgers were 20-7 and the 
Cubs were 18-10, the two best records in the National League. 
 
"It's not surprising at all what the Dodgers have done," Cubs general manager Jed Hoyer said Monday. 
"They had a slow start, but they've been playing great baseball the last three, four weeks. It's too early 
to say [the Dodgers and Cubs are the two best NL teams], but over the last three years that's been the 
case. 



 
 
"They probably look at the National League as going through us and we probably look at it as going 
through them. The way they're playing, a little bit banged up over the last three or four weeks, it feels 
like they're going to be a team to be reckoned with all year." 
 
The Cubs actually added two Dodgers as free agents in the offseason in right-hander Yu Darvish and 
closer Brandon Morrow. Hoyer said those moves had nothing to do with trying to weaken the Dodgers. 
 
"Going back to playing against the Yankees when we were in Boston, when you focus on your rivals or 
when you focus on the teams you have to beat in free agency or in the offseason, you make mistakes," 
Hoyer said. "I think you have to play your game and make the moves you have to make, and if that has 
an impact on them that's fine. You definitely can't be a team that reacts to things or target the teams 
you're competing against." 
 
Maddon says his players know what to do. 
 
"They have not heard that from me -- 'This is a great big series, let's go, you've got to pick up your 
game,'" Maddon said. "From a sports psychology perspective, that's probably the worst thing you can 
do, and I agree with that." 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs quartet in thick of NL ASG voting  
By Carrie Muskat 
 
CHICAGO -- Cubs catcher Willson Contreras and second baseman Javier Baez are both in close races in 
the latest National League update for the 2018 Camping World MLB All-Star Ballot, released Monday. 
 
Baez, Contreras, first baseman Anthony Rizzo and third baseman Kris Bryant are all second at their 
respective positions in the latest balloting. Addison Russell is third among NL shortstops. 
 
The Giants' Buster Posey, a five-time All-Star, is the top vote-getter among NL catchers with 686,253 
votes, while Contreras has received 596,111 so far. Baez has gotten 767,417 votes, second to the Braves' 
Ozzie Albies (915,736). Neither Contreras nor Baez has been named to an All-Star team. 
 
"He hasn't even taken off yet," Cubs manager Joe Maddon said of Contreras. "Remember last year how 
hot he got in the second half? That's going to happen again. You saw the pick-offs, what he does behind 
the plate, how he controls the running game. He's a different cat. He's going to keep getting better. He's 
a great athlete and runs well. It does not surprise me that he's at that juncture now with Posey." 
 
Braves first baseman Freddie Freeman is the top NL vote-getter, receiving 1,433,140 votes. Rizzo, a 
three-time All-Star, has received 566,382. 
 
Two-time All-Star Bryant (677,185 votes) is second to the Rockies' Nolan Arenado (1,124,563) among NL 
third basemen. 
 
Russell has received 475,091 votes. The Giants' Brandon Crawford (1,120,031) leads NL shortstops and is 
followed by the Braves' Dansby Swanson (568,400). 
 



 
Among the NL outfielders, the Cubs' Jason Heyward is seventh (447,359 votes), Kyle Schwarber is eighth 
(442,471) and Ben Zobrist ninth (434,943). The Braves' Nick Markakis leads all outfielders with 1,173,653 
votes. 
 
Fans may cast votes for starters at MLB.com and all 30 club sites -- on computers, tablets and 
smartphones -- exclusively online using the 2018 Camping World MLB All-Star Ballot until Thursday, July 
5, at 11:59 p.m. ET. On smartphones and tablets, fans can also access the ballot via the MLB At Bat and 
MLB Ballpark mobile apps. Each fan can vote up to five times in any 24-hour period, for a maximum of 
35 ballots cast. 
 
Following the announcement of this year's All-Star starters, reserves and pitchers, fans should return to 
MLB.com and cast their 2018 Camping World MLB All-Star Final Vote for the final player on each 
league's roster. Then on Tuesday, July 17, while watching the 2018 All-Star Game presented by 
Mastercard live on FOX, fans may visit MLB.com to submit their choices for the Ted Williams Most 
Valuable Player Award presented by Chevrolet with the 2018 MLB All-Star Game MVP Vote. 
 
The 89th Midsummer Classic, at Nationals Park in Washington, D.C., will be televised nationally by FOX 
Sports; in Canada by Rogers Sportsnet and RDS; and worldwide by partners in more than 180 countries. 
FOX Deportes will provide Spanish-language coverage in the United States, while ESPN Radio and ESPN 
Radio Deportes will provide exclusive national radio coverage of the All-Star Game. MLB Network, 
MLB.com and SiriusXM also will provide comprehensive All-Star Week coverage. For more information 
about MLB All-Star Week and to purchase tickets, please visit AllStarGame.com and follow @MLB and 
@AllStarGame on social media. 
 
-- 
 
ESPNChicago.com 
Dodgers, Cubs to play doubleheader after rain, partial power outage  
By Bradford Doolittle 
 
CHICAGO -- There was plenty of action at Wrigley Field on Monday. Unfortunately, none of it involved 
playing an actual game of baseball and the end result left thousands of fans in the dark. 
 
The opener of a key midseason series between the Chicago Cubs and Los Angeles Dodgers was 
postponed on Monday because of rain systems moving through the Chicago area and because of a 
partial power outage at the old ballpark that the Cubs were never quite able to fix. 
 
"As many of you could probably tell from the press box, we were having issues with the lights on the 
right-field side this evening," said Cubs spokesman Julian Green. "Unfortunately, we weren't able to get 
them fully operational for tonight. It appears to be a limited power outage in the ballpark." 
 
The rain/dark-out will be made up on Tuesday as the first part of a split doubleheader scheduled at 1:05 
p.m. ET. The nightcap will be played at the regularly scheduled time of 8:05 p.m. ET. 
 
Postponements are a routine part of the baseball season, of course, especially in the Midwest during 
thunderstorm season. However, little was routine about the way Monday's events unfolded. 
 
After an unusually stifling day in Chicago, clouds began to move in a couple of hours before the game. 
About 45 minutes before the game was scheduled begin, the Cubs announced that the start of the 
contest would be delayed because of the incoming system and added, "every effort will be made to 
play." 



 
 
Every effort was made to play, though the lights proved to be an unexpected wild card. 
 
"It takes 45 minutes to get the field ready to play," Green said. "Even in the face of rain, if the lights 
came back on, we wanted to make sure that we could play baseball even if it was a limited window of 
opportunity." 
 
The gates of the park were opened as scheduled and a large crowd gathered in the stands to look at the 
tarp covering the field. About an hour after the game was scheduled to begin, it finally began to rain. 
Perhaps in a version of the Bronx cheer, some fans began to cheer. 
 
It rained heavily for a while but the storm passed, the tarp was rolled up and preparations began to get 
the field ready for play. The fans settled back into their seats, including a large contingent of a Dodgers 
fan club who occasionally broke into "Let's go Dodgers!" chants. 
 
However, the light banks atop the right-field roof of Wrigley had gone dark, leaving that side of the park 
dark, as well as sections on the opposite side of the field that the lights would have been illuminating. 
The work on the field finished but the lights remained out. 
 
Eventually, the Cubs' grounds crew re-emerged, brought the tarp back onto the field and amid a wash of 
boos re-covered the field. According to the updated forecast, another system was heading in the 
direction of Wrigley. 
 
The uncooperative light bank came back on to cheers, but failed again a few minutes later. Finally, after 
a delay of 2 hours, 53 minutes, and about 3½ hours after the original delay announcement, the 
postponement was announced and the stands emptied. 
 
"I wouldn't call it a calamity," Green said. "It's just part of the game. We've all experienced significant 
rainfall and had to call some games. This has certainly been, not only for the Chicago Cubs but Chicago in 
general, a really interesting spring and summer season. We're taking out licks just like everybody else 
is." 
 
The pitching matchups for Tuesday's doubleheader remain in the same sequence as previously 
announced. The first game will pit Chicago's Tyler Chatwood against L.A.'s Kenta Maeda. In the second 
game, the Cubs will throw Mike Montgomery, while the Dodgers will start Rich Hill in his first game off 
the disabled. list. 
 
It wasn't a lost night for the Cubs, however. With Milwaukee's loss to Pittsburgh, Chicago moved into 
first place by percentage points in the National League Central. As for that second storms system, An 
hour after the postponement became official, it still had not arrived. 
 
But the light on the right-field roof? They were still out. 
 
"We are actively going to be working on this issue tonight," Green said. "We plan to have the ballpark 
fully operational by tomorrow." 
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